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ABSTR. 2T

A study was conductea to determine the most effective organization
of population units in a community fallout shelter. The investigation
focused upon the number and levels of groups required for effective com-
mand and control in a shelter, the optimut size of each type of group,
methods for the selection of leaders as well as for the assignment of
shelterees, and the responsibilities of each level of shelter grouping.

The study explored the various functions of population sub-grouping,
and analyzed the factors that affect the optimum size and structure of such
groups in a shelter. Among the factors considered were the size of the shel-
t-a.r, Its physical configuration, the characteristics of the population,
and the availability of trained leadership.

The shelter groups that were analyzed were: (1) the Unit, a small
group of around 7-12 persons, whose functions are largely related to the
satisfaction of the emotional needs of the population; (2) the Section,
a medium sized group of between 40-60 shelterces, in which many of the
important group activities -n a shelter are carried out; (3) the Division,
a group of between 200-300 persons, largely concerned wit,, management con-
trol, that is planning, coordination, and over-all supervision; and (4)
the Department, the giant s'zed, semi-autonocus administrative group of
betwen 1000 and 1500 persons, found only in very large shelters.
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I. SUMMARY OF RESEAICII

AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The Research

There were three major research pnases to this study of the organization
of community groups' in a fallout shelter. The first stage consisted of a

survey and evaluation of the literature pertaining to group size and other
relevant group dimensions. The search was largely in the behavioral

scie,,ces literature, with explorations in historical and military science
writings. The second phase was the analysis of the shelter system, based

upon data aathered in field trips to existing shelters, shclter planning
documents, habitability studies, disaster studies, and OCD and other
technical documents. The third major portion of the research effort was
the development of several quantitative approaches, or models, to be used
to generate meaningful predictions about optimal shelter grouping, and also
to verify grouping hypotheses derived from other sources.

The outputs of the study were grouping principles, grouping recomenda-
tions, and examples of sample shelter organizations. Grouping principles
are theoretical statements that describe the generalized relationships be-

tween shelter oroups under different shelter conditions. Recomendations
are more detailed statements about the relaticnships between specific groups
and shelter conditions. The recorrendations pertaining to community gtoups
in shelters of various sizes are combined and illustrated in the section
on srnple shelter organizations.

Finding, and Recommendations

M important thread running through the grouping principles i, the

concept of the three basic functions of conmunity groups. These are[ (1) the

psychological , which is the satisfaction ot shelteree emi-tional needs;
(2) the operatioral, which relates to the conduct of community group activities,

and (3) the managerial, which is co,,cerned with the over-all coordination and

control .f human and non-human resources of a shelter. Each of these

1Community groups are population units of the shelter citizenry, organized

for the purpose of increased manageability by shelter leadership, and in-

creased motivation and morale on the part of shelterces. Cormnunity groups
are distinct from functional groups, also known as task teams. The latte.
are small groups of individuals, often with specific skills assigned to

carry out a particular task In a shelter.



functions con be identified primarily with a different type of conmiiunity group.
'The nirtps abe, in order of increasing size, the Unit, the Sec ion, the
Division, & ,d the Department.

The Unit is the small, '1primary"' group which largely supports the
psychological function of conr-ni ty groups.

Some recommnendations for the Unit are as follows:

1. The recomtnended size of the Unit is between 7 and 12 persons,

2. The Unit is the last cormmunity group organized in shelter.

3. Shelterees should be assigned to the Unit on tie basis of kii,5hip,
friendship, or canrmon interests.

L4. The Un.it leader should be elected by members of the Unit.

5. T~he responsibilities of the Unit leader *nclude: advising and corn-
soling individual shelterees, and assisting Section leaders to
supervise group activities and to maintain order in the Section.

T'he Section is the mredium sized, operational ly-oriented group that is
the basic cormifunity group i" a she!ter. A-- far as shelter management is
concerned, the Section is the formoa I lInk between management and the i ndi v-
idual shelteree. The Section leader is directly responsible for the per-
formance, behavior, and well-being of all members of his group.

Somle reCO TiTendat~ons, conicerninq the Section are:

1.The recorerxnded size of the Zec ti on is betwen L40 and '60 person-,.

2.The c'oction is nornmally subdivded into as many as seven Uni ts.

3. Unde~r many conditions,, the Section should be the first level of
iou tv qgroup i n orq an i zed i n a she 1 te r.

Section 1 endo rl Thouild b e as si, incd by higher c-o;n to the h)asis
of experience in Sun[erv i Kg fairly large-size qroupcs of Individuals.

~.Assiynir)ent of shelterocs to the Section should be on the basis of
en try , that ,, the t i me that they corxc i nto tho she 1 te r

6.Typita oi re spori bil, tie-) of thw Section leader include: insuring

triat i!div 0 a I h t.re et fedy j, 1watcred,'' receive medical
attention. I nin ,ani tary stanoards , wau participate in training

)Sis s I 3i nt a i ni n two-iy co~r-nn rication t)e tween the shn I te ree s
and rianaq , int .oplingj or .o r a~eni o eI i oe an ci n s ur ing that

enuti onI Oil'f, and spiritual nci' of shelterees 1ag- met.



The Division is the larger, management-celtered community group within
which the activities of up to seven Sec-ions are planned, coordinated, and
supervi sed.

Some recommendations pertaining to the Divr-ion are:

1. The recommended size of the Division is from 200-3U0 people.

2. Under some conditions, the Division should be the first group organ-
ized after shelter entry.

3. Division leaders should be appointed by the Shelter Manaqer or his
core staff on the basis of prior civil defense management training
or experience in the supervision of large groups of people.

4. Shelterees should be assigned to the Division on the basis of entry.

5. Typical responsibilities of the Division leader include: establish-
ing procedures for and supervising the implementation of feeding,
sleeping, medical care, emergency actions and drills, training and
education, s ocial control, and administrative requirements.

The Depart ent is the giant-sized administrative group, found in shelters
with over 3000 persons, and is desirable in shelters, containing 2000 to 3000
persons. From the point of view of comMunity 9ircxjping, the Departrxnt
functions large! y as in autononx)us administr:tion, much as a sheiter of 1000
pers. s o uld. The recofmk×md sze of the Departxcnrt is between 1000 ,id
l$0U persons.

Sa'pit, o'-]n iti oi t mt rr" wre developed for different si-ed fic l-

tefs. Thele char,. L', i l'tr atd below. F-or a 100 person ;h:.]ter, the

followinq or"gan:ition i rerorindeJ

L .. ... ... .

"E li.. .]...... . .L - T _-
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For a 300 person shelter, a standard recormendation is:

Sh. Mgr.r

j50 -01

w E

The recommended structure of comcunity qroups in an dO0 person shelter is:

-1h =0r~i Sh H .

LIJ J L FE

Fo 1r a 1'00 .er ,,on , 1 c r, a !t , J d ,,j. r,w I ,tiol,,
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Finally, for the shelter of 5000 persons, one of the many possible patterns
of conunity grouping is:

Sh. Mgr.

I -

L 0 .1111 l 10

Ic Fl o 1 ED

The following summary points are the distillation of the grouping
principles and recommendations:

1. The concept of "manageable group size,' as it applies to fallout
shelters, refers to more than just grouning For mnnagemeno:t or administrative
convenience. The shelter incorporates most of t'e functions of Lhe important
groups to which we belong, in a temporary and miniature version of American
Society. Therefore, community groups in a shelter must have a number of
functioi-v. Three have been identified in this study: the psychological,
the operational, and the management. Each one affects ind is, in turn, in-
fluenced by the others in direct and significant ways. If the emotional
needs of the shelter population are neglected, it will be difficult to carry
out group activities, and to maintain effective management control. Similarly,
if 9 oup activities are carried out in a disorganized and ineffective way,
both shelteree motivation and shelter management are bound to suffer.

Althou9gh each function should be considered in establishing a plan for
population grouping, they cannot all be given equal wcight in the final
crganizatio, of the shelter. The furctio,,s often impose contradictory re-
quirements upon thie shelter planner or organizer. For example, the group
size that ideally supports the p-ychological function complicates the man-

gement control problem. Tfherefore, community grouping must represent a

compromise, between functions, resulting in a shelter organization that is
in close harmony with the over-all oals of a fallout shelter--the physical
survival and mental wull-bcing of the population.

5



2. The results of this study do not take the form of "pre-packaged"

models of shelter organ;zation that c~n imrediately be applied to any

existing or planned shelter. The specific organizational plan for community

groups ;n a particular shelter must reflect the characteristics of that

shelter. Among the factors that must be given prime consicJeration are:

(1) the size cf the shelter, (2) its physical configuration, (3) the existence

of a non-shelter organization to which many of the prospective shelterees
belong, (4) the availability of trained or experienced management personnel,

(5) the physical and social characteristics of the prospective shelter popu-

lation sufh as age, sex, and social class.

3. The analysis has led us to focus upon the Section as the core

community group in the shelter, In shelters with a population of roughly
between 200-1000, the Section leader exercises direct supervision over the

performance, behavior, and well-being ot the individuals who nke up his
group. Interaction between shelterees and top level rnznagement is channeled

through the Section head. 1. shelters of approximately 200-400 persons that
do not have a Division grouping level, the Section will also be the management
control group, involed in the plennino, coordination and over-all supervision

of shelter activities and resources. In shelters of over 1000, some of the

operational responsibiiities of the Section will be assigned to the Division,
or shared by the Section and tile Division. However, even in large shelters,

the Section head wi 1 remain that representative of shelter management in
direct contact with, and imnediately responsible for, trie occupants ot the

she 1 te r

6



If. I NTRVODUCI TION TO TI I E STUDY

Purpose and Scope

The purpose of the research described ir this report was to study the
problem of grouping the population within community fallout shelters, and to
develop recomnmendations for the effective accomplishment of shelter grouping.
Specifically, the recommendations were to cover:

- the optimal sizes of various sheltr groups,
- the methods of assignment to each group,
- the most effective type of leaoership for each group,
- the in-shelter responsibilities associated with each group,
- the relationships between the various groups in the total shelter

setting.

The analysis and ensuing recommendations are limited to the community
group. The shelter organization is made up of two types of groups--the
commnunity and the functional. The latter, also called a task team, is a
combination of individua]5, often .A;th specialized skills and backgrounds,
who have been selected to carry out specific tasks in shelter (for example,
a radiation team, a safety team, a sanitation team). Community groups, on
the other hand, are units of shelterees that have been organized for purposes
other than implementing technical operations. These purposes include: sat-
isfying the emotional needs oi shelterees, carrying out group activities,
and maintaining over-all management control over the shelter.

Nature of the Problem

Man is a social animal. From his ei-l iest days, he has joined with his
fellows to soie the suibstantial problems of existence. An important charac-
teristic of this tendency to form groups is that man has generally evolved
different types of groups to solve different survival problems. For example,
in most societies, the size, structure, and membership compositiu'- of the
hunting or food-.thering group has been different from that of the child-
raising group. During the course of the development of Western civilization,
an ever increasing number of more and more special ized groups have arisen to
share, and often coanpete in solving the problems of the society. This tendency
is nowhere more evident than in contemporary American society. As a new prob-
lem arises, it is almost routine in American social life to form a new group
to solve it. The groups that are so formed vary extensively in their size,
structure, membership composition, mode of operation, and duration of existence.

The research task of this study is to analyze the many and diverse types
of historical and existing groups, and to select the form of human grouping

7



that most effectively satisfies the requirements of shelter living; that is,
the arrangement of groups that lends itself best to management control by
shelter leaders, and, at the same time, meets the emotional needs of the

shelter population.

It may be asked why grouping a shelter population into manageable units
is an important feature of shelter planning and organization. The lesson
to be derived from historical records, field studies, and experimental research
on humans under stress is that survival under stress is closely tied to the
presence of effective leadership, management, and group motivation. The
leader's ability to direct the group towards the successful accomplishment
of its goals, and the member's <'llingness to forego individual ends in

order to unite in joint efforts towards survival, are both dependent upon

effective grouping of the population

A second question may be asked as to why it is necessary to do research
on shelter grouping. If there is a universal human tendency to form into
groups, may it not be assumed that this tendency will also exhibit itself

in fallout shelters, and that a spontaneous orgqnization of shelterees will

emerge without the need of formal research-based recommendations?

In all likelihood, in small shelters of 100-200 people, with trained
managc-ent and adequate facilities, the group;ng problem will solve itself.
!t can aiso be assumed that some form of grouping will take place spontane-

ously in large or overcrowded shelters, in those without trained leadership,
or in those with an extremely h~terogeneous population. However, it cannot
be taken for granted that the resultant orgarization will be adequate to
deal with the extensive problems of shelter survival for several reasons.
The first is that the s"-lter is an extremely complicated system-. It re-

sermies a miniature, temporary version of American society. As such, the

shelter' system combines the functions. that in our society are normally dis-
tributed among a wide ranuje of' organized and informal groups. Included
amonq these functions are the economic (the allocation of resources), the
political (the establishment of leadership and rules, and the maintenance
of order), the educational (teaching the necessary sl ills for in-shelter
ind post-shelter survival), the reliigiois, the social, and the family.

In addition to beinq a comple.x sys tem, the shelter is also a very
delicaite one, in the sense that any one of a number of Londitions, both

internal and external to the shelter, cold rapidly upsr t the survival bal-
ance and endanger the populIat i on. Still another aspect of the shelter that
makes it a unique form at s(.w hal orqanization are the .:onditions that will
very likely prevail at, the time oi shelter occupancy. StieIter habitation
will be character.ced by stress rid deprivation; the amount of each will
depend on th imiterlplay (,) many factors, including; the nature of the attack

and the statu of a particular shelter.

Thus, the complexi ty and oniquemn',s of the shelter system make it
unl ikely that ",-lanned, on-'-the-spot" rouping can be very ,tuccessfui as
a general procee cre.
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This same c_.plexi ty and uniqueness alo serves to conpli cate -he

research task of developing recommendations for optimum group sizes, There

is no single existing type of group that can be transferred in toto to serve
as a model for shelter grouping. The social structure of the shelter must

be a composite of several different types of organizations. The predominant
ingredient in this composite is the military organization. The similarities
and distinctions between the military and the hielter organization in rela-

tion tn group size and structure are discussed in another section of this

report.

The fact that the shelter is a system established solely to cope with
a pos ble future state of events, has implications for group size research,

The shelter as a concrete social organization really does not exist until
disaster strikes. This means that recommenaat ions about group size and

structure cannot be v,-rified through direct 'real" shelter experiences.
The adequacy of such recommendations must be inferred through studies of
natural organizations that resemble shelters, laboratory studies of groups
under conditions of stress and deprivation, and throug simulated shelter

exercises.

Assumptions

There are two general assumpt ions that underlie this study:

The first has to do with the size of the shelters that are the subject
of this report. The title of this final product is "Hanageable Group Sizes
in Large Shelters.' Througho-t this document, "]larje shelters" refers con-
sistently to shelters of about 1000 capacity or more.

At the outset of the study, it was hypothesized that shelter management
problems in the area of population cub-grouping v.ould be directly proportional
in number and in complexity to 1he size ot the shelter. Therefore, tie
decision was made to concentrate the research effort on Iar," shelters (oround

1000 arau larger) and on medium shelters (between 400-800).

It was recogInized that a lar(le number of exist ng shelters fall into
our ,.ategjory ol "small Thel ter,' that i, with a ccpacity of 200 persons or
lewes. In many ol t!he smaller cit ies, and even more in the towns and vi Ilges,
there is not a s ingIle shelter thjt -) .uld qual i II as mediurn or largier by our
criteria. Consequently, it was consideied o-I ikatory to examine the sub-
grouJping needs of the 200 and under capacity shelter, eve,, though accord in
to okir hypothese,,, populat io" grotping in such a shelter would offer relatively
few problems for shelter management. Subgroul, 'g, being an inherent charac-
teristic ot human behavior in groups, will occur in the ,ilal lest corviunity
shelter, (and also in groups mu h 501a1 than that.) However, it is important
to d.istinguish between sub-grownin as a natural phenomenon, and sb-(grouping
as a leadership problem. It is our content ion that reasonably etfect ive
popultiion groupings will emerge naturally in many smal I shelters wl't.h Iittle

maragement intervention. An eflective coiiiunity organization in large sneltels

9



cannot be achieveo w.j thout ~:eactive participation of management, as exem-

?lificO :v a plan for cirouping, anid by control of the grouping process. Al-
though the smrall sheiter has been included in the analysis, it has by design,
been given less ttention than the medium and large shelter.

The second general assumption pertains to the Shelter manager, Constant
reference is made in the 'ody ot this report to a Shelter Manager and to a
mar'agement staff, without specifically ideintifying the positions or describing
the duties, responsibilities, arid qualifications of the title holders. The

role of the Shelter Manager and the management staff Is discussed in detail

in other 0CLI reportsi, and it was deemed outside the scope of this project

to dwell Upon the details ot these positions. However, it is necessary to

mention the basic ;ssumption concerning the Shelter Manager that underlies

the grouping principles and recommendations. It is assumed, for the purposes
of this report that each shelter will have a leader who is capable of direct-
ing an operation as complex as that of a commnunity fallout shelter. Ideally,

such a leader will have been, pre--selected and trained in shelter management.
Conceiv~ioly hc may not have been tr'- ned in civil defense management, but

possesses the experience to ,sta fallout shelter. The Shelter Maiager
is responsihle for the Safety and well-being of the population. It is his

duty to ice to it that all operations and other requirements necessary f'or

survival are carried out. Because he willi not be able to directly supervise
all aspects of she'lter l ife, f-e must delegate authority to subordinates, by

estobl ish log a madnagem11ent stiff. In some cases, the management staff will

he selected pr ior to occupanc' y; in many cases it will be chosen after sheltel-

taking f rom among the she Ito res. The size of the management staff is a
function pr iar ily oi the size of the shelter. In all shel ters the role

e;' the iranagqerent staff is to r epresent the shelter manager in sat isfying
shi) teree nedin implementinq operat ions and act ivi ties, and in ma inta in-

.et_ ofec t i e comrriand/l t rol of the shelIter.

iri le it 1,interestinq to spei eate, on emergent leadership and its

rel1at ion to pOpi;l1 tion gjroupirq itg is at the current time exceedingl i

cult to generate fieanin~jful lyp)otheses0 a1hout the reciprocal relationships

between co~o et h eider ,h ip arid coeruVn i ty Irroups . The process cf erie rgent
leadership aind the rroeis r of the emrerglent leader in large gjroups

is too lit tle understeed to 1w) formrallIy incorporated into the analysis.

Bend, E,.. Gr It I r,,, C. D. , Sctianer, AJ-i, f, Sh IvelIy, AlI i za. ShelIte r orqa-
za t on amd ariar eront . itsugr crcnI~ oefr~ search, 1963.

Errirge r, Mt. U. Roiceitmerlse I io an 'Td friigo hel ter manaqlemen t

s taft Is. P It tsh b mr ai 1I1fn',t i tuLIteC fo t Resca r I-h.,11 6 '3



Ill. r7UIN -RESHARC-WH METHOD)

The resear&l- approach otilized ;n ths projez-t consisted of the
foflowir! tasks:

1. Review 306 eva)-jatiorn zf the Hterature.

2, Trips arid c;--sultatiois.

1. Analys;is ' f the shelter system.

4. Deveiop-nIn of g~couping models.

5. beve oinent of aroup~ng principles and recommendat ions.

f6. Verifi,-;.tion of principles 3nd recommvendations.

The first four tasks are describedl in thi., chapter. The last two are repre-
sented v Chapters V through Vill of this report.

Review and Evaluation of the Literatu,e

The literature that was surveyed and analyzed for this study was of two
types, thit pertaining to shelters directly and by exten ,'oi to disaster
studies, and that dealing wi th theory arid research of huma~n groups if) the
sevc-al behavioral sciences.

Documients 'n the latter class came from the field-, of sociology, social
psychology, imanaqement science, antiropology, history, political science,
and mili tary science. A summary of portions of this literature is presented
in Chapter IV, Res-arch Findings,.

With reference to the first literature category, pertaining to shelters,
a unified data classification scheme was established in conjunction with
other A. I . civ~ilI del enise project% in order to use an expand inrg techn ical
library of over 000 documiients with greatest efficiency. The documents in-
clIuded OCD recir ts anid hooks,, ropor ts ofi disaster research, arfiwd services
studies, translations fr-om Euiropean civil defe' stLudies, textbooks related
to social and psychological aspects of disaster and! war, technical manuals,
and shelter data gathered on field trips. An elaborate code, punched on
McBee cards, allo"-d each cjocumunt to be locatod by document number, project
number, or contents. In all, the c)(de theoretically allowed for over 300
categories, of which about ten per cent weire directly related to this study.



Trips and Consultations

During the early ph.ases of this project, a number of discussions were
held with civil defense personnel, shelter planners, and grouping experts,
who provided valuable guidance in organizing the project. An extensive data
gathering trip was made in August, during which time shelters in five states
and the District of Columbia were visited. In the course of Interviews with
shelter planners and coordinators, information about shelter grouping was
elicited. With few exceptions among the organizations visited, the problem
of organizing the shelter into manageable units Is one that had been given
little consideration.

Analysis of the Shelter System

In order to develop recommendations about the size and structure of shel-
ter groups, it was necessary, first, to systematically examine the nature of
the shelter system. The analysis began with the consideration of the goals of
a fallout shelter, which are the physical survival and mental well-being of
the protected population. The general requirements for meeting these goals
were specified. A further subdivision was made of the operations and activ-
ities that had to be carried out to satisfy the general requirements. Re-
quirements and activities are listed in Table 1. Next, the specific tasks
that made up each activity or operation Aoere specified. For example, some
of the tasks associated with the activity of feeding are: preparing food,
distributing food, disposal, and clean-up, etc.

A generalized model of the shelter system resulted from this phase of
the analysis and was useful for certain types of analysis. It became clear
from field trips and other sources of data that the diversity In existing
shelters along such dimensions as size, pre-trained management, and level
of facilities was too great to be adequately handled by a unitary model of
the shelter system. This led to the second phase of the shelter systems
analysis, that of the shelter typology. The basic task in this stage was to
identify and evaluate variables that appear to have a significant effect
upon the organization and operation of a community fallout shelter. The
variables that were assigned great Importance were:

- size of the shelter,
- configuration of the shelter,
- shelter equipment and facilities,
- population characteristics,
- pre-trained management,
- knowing other shelterees,
- status of the external environment.

From the possible combinations of the above variables, a typology of shelter
systems was developed.

12



Table I

Shelter System Requirements and Activities

REQU I REMENT ACTIVITIES

Protect shelterees against 1. Provide radiological defense.
environmental threats.

2. Protect against blast and other

weapon's effects.

4

Provide for basic human needs. 1. Control atmosphere and temperature.

2. Provide water.

3. Provide food.

4. Provide sleeping facilities.

5. Provide sanitation facilities.

6. Maintain physical and mental health.

Maximize adjustment to shelter 1. Increase motivation and morale.
living.

2. Provide social and spiritual activities.

Organize and operate the 1. Establish a shelter organization.
shelter system.

2. Maintain social order in shelter.

3. Establish communications.

4. Train shelterees for survival.

5. Keep administrative and logistic
control in shelter.

1.3



Both the generalized shelter model:and the shelter typology were Impor-
tant elements In the proposed model for quantitatively evaluating the
Importance of shelter variables and the relationships among variables.

The first two phases of the shelter systems analysis were carried out
in conjunction with Contract Number OCD OS 62-164, The Organization and
Management of Civil Defense Shelters. The last phase of the analysis per-
tained only to the' present study. It consisted of Identifying those shelter
activities from the generalized model and those variables from the shelter
typology that have an effect upon group size and structure. In addition to
identifying the variables and activities, the direction and the Intensity of
their Influence upon group size was estimated wherever possible. The
results of this phase of the analysis are directly reflected in the grouping
principles and recommendations, Chapters V and VI.

Development of Grouping Models

Analysis of past disasters strongly Indicates that a well organized
shelter population is of vital importance to survival. Such an organization
should enhance management and control of the shelter population as well as
provide the individual shelterees with the adequate framework for adjustment
to the harsh conditions. An Important prerequisite in planning for effective
shelter organization Is the Identification of those population grouping
configurations which are most amenable to management. This problem Is
unique in as much as it has not been studied nor documented before for
similar situations. Because the problem does not exist, its study becomes
even more complex. One way for overcoming the difficulty is to use simula-
tion in order to determine optimal sub-grouping in shelters.

Some of the devices which can be used to simulate shelters are: mathe-
matical models, descriptive models, and actual experiments through shelter
occupancy studies. This section provides a review of the activities and the
results of an intensive examination and evaluation of the first two approaches.
(The mathematical model will be found in the Appendix.) Experimental studies
were not within the scope of this research project.

The Mathematical Model

An attempt was made to develop a systematic conceptual framework, or a
model, which would permit the generation of meanlngf'-;, and testable pre-
dictions concerning optimum sub-grouping. In or04r to construct such a
model, the elements of the shelter system had to be determined and the
interaction of these elements expressed in quantitative terms. Three types
of elements were Identified: (a) functions which the shelter system must
perform in order to achieve its goals; (b) conditions which may exist In the
shelter; and (c) characteristics of the shelter population. It would have
been desirable to develop a sophisticated mathematical model, which would
provide for the examination of the comprehensive range of shelter functions
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and conditions. However, the lack of adequate quantities of relevant numer-
Ical data, and the difficulties Inherent in obtaining such data, suggested
that this approach would, at least at present, be premature.

A tentative model, using combinations of functions and conditions, and
possessing a reasonable degree of quantification,was developed. One of the
underlying assumptions of the model Is that various sizes of sub-groups will
affect the accomplishment of shelter functions under specified conditions
in at least three ways: (1) increase (or decrease) the effectiveness
with which any function can be met; (2) decrease (or increase) the critical-
ity of the function; and (3) decrease (or increase) the probability of the
occurrence of the specified condition. When all shelter functions and shel-
ter conditions are considered at one time, a measure of total shelter
effectiveness can thus be derived for various sizes of sub-groups. Also,
the optimum sub-grouping of shelter populations can be determined for all
types of shelters.

Next, an in-house evaluation of the model was conducted to ascertain
whether it was analytically sound, whether It was indeed representative of
the shelter system, and whether it could accomplish Its objectives. While
the model seemed adequate on all three counts, the most important Input was
still lacking: relevant data In precise quantifiable terms on group sizes
and their effect on shelter effectiveness.

A thorough search of the relevant Iierature including current organi-
zational, managerial, sociological, and psychological theories revealed that
data of this nature are indeed meager. Some of the literature on group
behavior points to certain relationships among the various dimensions of
small groups, such as their size and its relationship to the structure of
the group, communications within the group, and the need for leadership.
Other research deals with task performance of groups, such as problem
solving and decision making. However, none of the sources consulted yielded
adequate data on the effect that various group sizes would have on the
accomplishment of functions similar to those performed in the shelter system.

The Descriptive Model

Because adequate empirical data were not available and it did not seem
feasible to obtain acceptable judgments to complete the mathematical model,
a descriptive model was considered as a framework within which to obtain
simplified judgments. The descriptive model was essentially a reduction of
all the general characteristics that have been identified as being important
In definirg differences among shelter systems to sets of categories. The
question then raised was whether these categories could be used to define
a samp!e of different hypothetical shelter systems which could be evaluated
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in term,, of the impact of grouping alIternatives on she]lteree phy iCal ISur-
vival and mental well-being.

PrelIii;nary work toward reducing the descriptive model to evaluation
procedures su9gjestcd that the complexity and number of judgments and the
number of J~dges required in order to obt.'Yn sufficiently refined and
stable results w..ould be cxccssive for the purposes and scope of this
projci. The framnework of the descriptive model was used, therpfore, as an
aid in structuring the problem onu organizing this report, but was not
used as a d'rect basis for obtaining evcluations of grouping alternatives.



IV. RESEARCH FINDINGS

Review of the Behaviofal Stieir:e Literature

While the literature directly concerned with optimally manageable

groups in shelters is not extensive, studies on small-group behavior,

habitability studies, and military experiments supply considerable relevant

information for implications to this problem. There are, however, few

studies on large-group populations.

There appear to be four main sources of information relating to manage-

able groups. The first comes under the category of unstructured observation,
a technique k.'ed widely where an event of sufficient interest presents it-

self for observation but not for scientifically controlled study. For
example, an account of the activities of a group involved in a natural
disaster, supplemented by interviews with members of the victim group,
illustrates the unstructured observation technique. A variation on this
technique is that of participant observation, where the observer is a member
of the group and shares directly in the group's experience.

A second approach is that of expert opinion. In many cases, where
experimentation is not feasible and observations are not av,3ilable, an
expert in the area in questian may be asked to discuss the probable outcome

of such research or observations in relation to those variables with which
he is expertly familiar. Though experimental evidence is preferable, the

value of opinions by experts is obvious especially where these opinions are

held by several such experts.

A third source is industrially sponsored research which is generally

concerned with the behavior of a group performing a specific task. This
Information, often experimentally derived, is frequently not directly applic-
able to other situations and must be considered with this in mind.

The final source is basic research on group dynamics which has been
conducted in the laboratory by social scientists. These studies have
investigated many varial'es in group relations which are of interest te the
problem. There is a reservation, however, that is that most of the controlled
group research has been done with groups of less than 15 individuals. This

must be bo~ne in mind when considering the research findings.
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A study directliy concerned with shelter habitability (Altman, et al.
1960), clearly demonstrated the wide variance in group behavior which can

occur in groups of approximately equal size and under similar conditions.
This emphasizes the importance of group behavioral variables which, though
not as obvious as group size, have important consequences for group success

and stability. In addition to over-all group behavior, another very im-

portant principle of human interaction was observed in all cases. This
was 'the rapid formation of sub-groups within the general shelter popula-

tion. Sub-grouping occurred within minutes of shelter entry and remained
relatively stable for the duration of the confinement period."

Sub-grouping is mentioned here because it tepresents a core principal

of general group behavior and must stand high on the list of considerations
relevant to group manageability. It has been shown (Baker & Rohrer, 1960;
Rohrer, 1959; Entwisle & Walton, 1961; James, 1951; Kelly & Thibaut, 1954),
that where specific provision for sub-grouping is not made, it will occur

spcntaneously on the basis of acquaintance, common interests, and other
variables. When groups are formed in this manner, one of them usually
attains a 'ruling" position (Krech & Crutchfield, 1948; Sells, 1961; Mosca,
1939). The imp!ication here is that the sub-group which attains the

"ruling ' position need not necessarily be the sub-group best qualified to
control. In order for the shelter organization efforts to benefit from

this natural sub-grouping tendency, it seems necessary (Parness, 1962;
AMerican National Red Cross, 1951; Goldbeck & Newman, 1960; Dunlap and
Associates, 1960; Sells, 1961; Cohen, 1961; Baker & Rohrer, 1960; Guskin,
1958), to provide formally for sub-grouping within the population at hand,
each sub-group having its own leader/represcntative. Because of the marked

tendency for further spontaneous sub-grouping even within an established
forma! sub-groLp the problem becomes, finally, one of determining a group
size which is maximally stable with respect to leadership, unity, and goal
achievement.

Field observations have been rnade in an effort to determine the most
frequent small group size in "three group categories: (1) informal, i.e.,

shopping, walking, (2) simulated informal, as acting in stage plays or
movies, and (3) work, such as buying, repair. etc.," (James, 1951). A
count of 7,405 informal, 176 simulated, and 1,548 work groups showed the
average group in all categories to consist of about three persons with a
maximum range (informal category) of two to seven. It should be noted,
however, that at least the informal category represents free-forming groups

and does not necessarily reflect optimal grouping should formal leadership
be introduced. Ziller (1957), in a study concerned with the effect of

group size on group decision making, observed 50 groups consisting of from

two to six members. The experiment showed that, as size of the group in-
creased from one vo three, task performance became more accurate, while

through four to five, the error percentage increased. When membership was
increased to six, accuracy of performance again improved. The conclusions
indicated that group size and accuracy of group decisions were positively
related. Furthermore, groups of six recognized their need for organization,
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hence produced more effectively than the smaller groups of four and five
which did not, apparently, recognize the need to organize. Caplow (1957),
also observes that organized small groups average about five to six members.

Hare (1962), suggests that the development of leadership in groups of this

sort is an alternative to the formation of smaller groups (sub-grouping),
because the numer of pt-ntlal relationships between group members increases

at a highly disproportionate rate to that of the increase in group size.
(For example, there are 966 possible relationships beL.lmeen members in a
group of seven, whereas for a group of four there are only 25.) This can

account, at least in part, for the rather marked differences in group charac-

teristics which can result from small increases in size (Beach & Lucas, 1960;
Hare, 1962; Entwisle & Walton, 1961; Sells, 1961; Caplow, 1957; Berkowitz,
1958). In addition Bales and Borgatta (955) have shown that there are
significant differences between odd- and even-numbered groups. Even-sized
groups show less cooperative activity and agreement than do odd-numi 'red
groups. They suggest that this effect is the result of the possibility for
division of the even groups into two equal but opposing sub-groups. Groups
of odd sizes are less likely to demonstrate this sort of deadlock.

Research from various sources conducted on groups of different sizes
and types (formal, informal, heterogeneous, homogeneous, etc.) has produced
evidence concerning the type and direction of some of these size-correlated
changes. A few of the nr're relevant are summarized below:

1. As size increases, leadership demands emerge. The institution
of leadership in a group, in turn, leads to greater flexibility
on size limits and allows the group to increase in size with-
out complication (Hemphill, 1950; Sells, 1961).

2. As size increases, the quantity and quality of communication
between memLers decreases and, thus, interpersonal orienta-
tion between members is affected (Hare, 1962).

3. As size increases, the probability of the emergence of sub-
groups increases (Hare 1962; Entwisle & Walton, 1961).

4. Participation rate per member in group activities decreases
with increqses in group size, with most members contributing
less than their "equal" share to group activities (Bales, et al,
1951).

5. A smaller group, whether it develops organization or not, is
more likely to succeed in achieving goals within its capabili-
ties than a larger group.

6. As size increases, the likelihood of reaching group consensus
decreases (Hare, 1952).
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7. Intimacy and affectional ties between group members decreases
as the group size increases (Hare, 1962).

8. As the size of the group increases, more delegation of authority
is necessary. Members of larger groups tend to form sub-groups,
with spokesmen for thuir opinion (Hare, 1962; Homans, 1950).

9. Orranizational stability increases as the group increases
in size (Caplow, 1957).

In addition to size itself, other important variables contribute to
the character of the group, including such descriptive terms as: formal,
informal, heterogeneous, homo.,eneous, task .)riented, etc. For example,
Jennings, E:, cited in Kelly & Thibaut (1954), has distinguished between
1socio-grouW' in which the relations among members exist primarily with
respect to work ng togethar on some common objective problem, and "psyche-
groups" in which intermember associations constitute, in and of themselves,
the major object of membership and the central purpose of the group. She
points out that group.s do not fall neatly into one or the other of these
two categories but that, for examkle, every psyche-group must reflect some
concern with external problems. ' ems generally agreed that even in a
group that is mainly oriented towarits environment, strong affective
relationships develop among the members which must be taken into account in
analyzing the group's total functioning. This view is stated in detail by
Homans (1950).

Rohrer (1959), has observed structural differences between the groups
of '"large" and "small" polar exploration sites. In 'he small stations
(numbering from 12 to 40 people), the personnel tend to develop "family-
like" set of inter-relationships. In these small stations they come face-
to-face with all other members of the camp innumerable times throughout
the day. Moreover, because of the smallness of the group and the lack of
"replacement" or substitute personnel to perform the various essential
chores that have to cai.-ied out, there is a greater felt interdependence
among the complement. lalacchi (1960), and Hilmar in (Baker & Rohrer, 1960).
also point out the importance of interpersonal ties to satisfactory group
function.

Another factor wnich relates strongly to grouping sizes is the geographic
backg-ound of the group memibers. It has been observed (Ho I Inqshead, 1949),
ti ,cliques formed by rural youth are qeneral ly of sma ,ler membership (about
three persors) than those of urban youth, which are likely to consist of four
to five persons. It has also ueen observed at isolation radar sites that persons
of rural background adjust to the corditions more quickly and to a greater
degree than persons of urban background (Baker & Rohrer, 1960).
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Adjustment is also affected by the religious, ethnic, and racial
composition of the group. It is suggested (ScIls, 1961; Baker & Rohrer,
1960), that similar backgrounds, experience and, more fundamentally, a
common system of values are important factors in establishing and main-
taining group unity. It is Important to note, however, that in groups
under conditions of common stress (Fritz, Raynor, & Guskin, 1958), group
members show little or no inclination toward maintaining pre-existing prej-
udices but tend to function cooperatively and with a display of genuine
camaraderie.

Also of importance, especially as reflected it, individual attitudes
toward the total group, is the skilled versus unskilled dichotomy. In a
comprehensive study on the individual and organization, Argyris (1957)
observed sharp differences in attitudes -oncerning the organization, job
satisfaction and interest, perception of job reward, and general personality
traits between skilled and unskilled workers. Skilled workers tend te,
have the desire for high quality workmanship, require challenge, creativity,
and a sense of involvement and interest in their jobs, and place less
emphasis on money as a reward for their services. Unskilled workers, gener-
ally, are the converse of the above group, with traits allied to the in-
fantile personality. Their basic reason for working is remuneration with
self-fulfillment not a factor. rhe group as a whole his a hiqher level of
spoiled work and a lower rate ,)f pioduction.

The particular task or act:vi ty in which the group is engaged seems
to have direct limits on the size of group which can cooperatively and effic-
iently accomplish the group objectives. 'or instance, Moede (1927), observed
that a four-man team was most efficient for a task which required physical
pulling power. lie also noted that efficiency was reduced consistently with
each in, ement in group size above four. [he ,ame inverse relation between
individual production and group size h s been observed elsewhere (Merriotp
194L), where physical production is involved. Taylor and Faust, (l9!.2)
observed that on a concept formation task, group' Of two were superior in
performance to individual efforts. Groups of four failed less f. tn o n
the task; however, with increases in size, longer time was required for
solution. This increase would be eXD -'ted on the b isis of the greater oppor-
tunity for interac ic>, during toe tas k performance. It is noted, ho,. 'ver,
that if time is introduced as a measure of effectiveness, the decrease in
efficiency with the in-rease in group size becomes an important consideration.

Several studies have reported more effective problem solving by groups
as compared with individual performance (South, 1927; Shoiw, 932; Dastliell,
1935; Ziller, 1957). South (1927), clearly demonstrates differences in effec-
tive group sizes for specific kinds -f tasks. For groups of six, group
decision took lonqer than for groups of three. Vhere the task requires a more
technical and spe,.fic solution, however, the g;r)ups of ,Ix were faster.
It is suggested that where the task has specific criteria, a larger" group
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is more likely to contain an individual who is capable of arriving at an
answer acceptable to the other member- of tile group. I It should be observed
in all cases that "the goal sought by the group. . .acts as a catalyst in
reaching a decision, for if individuals derive personal benefit fro., the
end product or voluntarily seek it, they are more apt to put forth their
best efforts." (Kelly & Thibaut, 1954)

In relation to other group dimension variables, the group-leadership
interaction stands as one of the most important. Not only does the mere
fact of leadershin have consequences for group dynamics, but the quality
of this leadership can have "mportant implications for effective group
size and function. A good leader is better able to maintaiH his leader-
ship in larger groups than is the poor leader. The number of individuals
with whom the leader deals directly constitutes the leader's "span of
control ."

Entwisle and Walton (1961), sent questionnaires to executives of
business companies ranging in size from 100 to 1000 employees and 20
colleges and univertities of various sizes. On the basis of their observa-
tions plus information from Dale (1952), the authors suggest a slight but
genuine positive correlation between the size of the organization and the
size of the span for both companies and colleges. "Sheer size, then,
rather than functional orientation may be the predominant factor in deter-
mining size of span. In summary, the results suggest that spans are not
constant, but increase slowly as the size of the orqanization increases.
The type of organization does not appear to affect the size of span, al-
though admittedly data on this point are limited." The small but positive
relationship between span of c itrol and orqanization has some interesting
implications in that the spans increase slowly (five to eight) while the
!size of the organization increases more than twenty-five fold.' This
observation suggests that. though flexible within a sr)ocific range, the
optimum span of control is fai rly coxistant, fall ing in a l imited range
with a midpoint of ' even.

The work of Havron and McGrath, as reported in Petrullo and Bass (l't6l),
provides tihe most direct evidence coicerning optimal basic grouping. In
an experiment %, ith Army subjects, they 'trained and tested a number of squads
in each of several sizes (tour-, five-, six-, seven-, eiqht-, and eleven-
man units) with a single unassisted leader. Eight unit% of each type were
tested under a variety of tactical condi tions for periods in ex(ess of six
hours. Data analysis revealed thjit, as group size increased, the leaders
'were maintaining unit effectiveness at a greater cost--a hi gher activity

I
Ta sk oriented inIormation and reference tak _,n hca vi ly from A. P. Hare
(]62), pp 233-235.
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level, more leader exposure to enemy fire, and so on." The squads of
eleven were quite ineffective because of the extreme difficulty In coordin-
ating and controlling this number of men. Intensive analysis of the re-
maining range (four to eight-man units) indic:-e thit the groups of one
leader and five men performed more effective], in thL- --rticular situation.
Again the "span of control' falls within the lange which would be predicted
on the basis of aforementi ned studies. Because the Havron and McGrath
data were obtained under varied leadership-group size conditions and evaluated
in terms of both leader and group effectiveness, their study may be con-
sidered especially relevant to the problem of manageable groups.

Implications of Existing Research for Shelier Grouping

In order to be directly applicable to the problem of manageable group
size in a communit shelter, research on groups must meet three basic
condi tions:

1. The groups, investigated must be large enough in size to
resemble the population units that will be found in a community
shiel ter.

2. The groups studied must be similar in their functions and member-
ship composition to those of shelter groups.

3. Groups must be studied in an envirunmental and social setting
(involving stress and deprivation) thait siriulate the conditions
under which fallout shelters will most likely be occupied.

In addition there is a fourth condition that is hiqhly desirable, if
not absolutely necessary It is that groups be studied systemotically by
controlI;nq or mainipul ati nq size, structure or other valri ables relevant to

shelter groupi ng.

There is no qeneral ly ava; 1Hole, put)) i;shed rveleearcth that ,., s1 es
a I i c ond it i ons . Th e body of reseairch th it comes ( osest to meet i ng thle
ippli i abi i ty requ i rernents --re haibi tabi lity studies. ilcim'i simulated
shelter stays, habi tah Ii ty stui'es fulfill onr~v halt of the ',cond Condi -

ton ('_,r~up functions) completely. The NiADL studies (Strrope, et al,
Ki6o, ljt)I, 1j62), eachi wit ) round 100 subjerts, satisfy the condition of
group size to some t'xtent. The third function ot a reafli stic environ-
mental social settinq, is only pairtil )Iy frnet in thle extended habi tabi Iiy
stays. Al tho-ugjh a two0-wee's period of confinement in a 'inulated shel ter
doe,; genorate nodservabl Ic nd occas ionally explosive ,trtss Si tu1t ions, these
cannot be assumed to be sonpat obl e to human rear t'olls .nde r acLUal di saster
cLudIO t
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The major problem in Interpreting and applying habitability data stems
from the fact that group size and structure have as yet not been introduced
as experimental variables in a habitability study. *The closest such studies
have come to manipulating grouping variables are in the A.iR--study, wlhere-
the effects of a trained leader was systematically investiqated, and in the
NRDL studies (Strope, et al,.1960, 1961, 1962) where the comparative
impact of an active versus a relatively passive leader was informally
considered.

Because no habitability study has empirically investigated grouping
dimensions, evaluation of comparative group sizes and structures must
depend upon a comparison of two or more studies. The many Important
differences between habitability studies make gpneralizing about the rela-
tive effectiveness of group sizes and structures a speculative enterprise.

Despite their shortcomings, experlr ents similar to the habitability
studies, which focus upon the size, structure and composition of groups, and
upon methods of assignment and leader selection, appear to be the method
of choice for empirically verifying the grouping recommendations presented
in this report.

Another body of research that has implications for sheltei, grouping
is composed of studies of military organization and operations. Theo-
retically, the community shelter bears resemblance to a large military
unit under combat conditions. The shelter. like the military organization, is
designed to function in wartime under conditions of stress. Both require
hierarchical structures, rapid communication, and rapid decision-making.
Both must be prepared to be totally. self-sufficient for extended periods of
time. Finally, both must operate under a set of rules that are frequently
different from, and at odds with, peacetime customs and laws. This re-
semblance is acknowledged in the similarity between the sample shelter
organizations, presented in Chapter VII, and the organizational structure
of a large military unit.

Unfortunately, most of the empirical military group research has
been conducted with small-sized groups--squads, and aircrews, which limits
the generalizability of findings to the shelter situation. The differences
in their membership composition and their functions constitute obvious and
important distinctions between the military and the shelter systems. Member-
ship in the former is made up of a selective population of males, highly
trained to do a job under stress conditions, and trained to obey orders.
This training is backed-up by the traditions and customs of the service, and
the Uniform Code of Military Justice. In these respects, there is no com-
parability to the shelter population.
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The goal of the military system is the accomplishment of Its assigned
mission, at whatever cost to its members that must be incurred. The formal
organization of military groups is a means to achieve the assigned goals.
The goal of the shelter system is the survival of its group members, and
shelter organization is a means to achieve this goal. The difference in
goals is another reason why the shelter system cannot be conceived of in
purely military terms.

Studies of natural disasters, of the social effects of bombing of
civilians, and internment experiences are important sources of Information
for shelter management. Unlike habitability research with its volunteer
subjects and military group research with its highly selective population,
disaster studies describe the behavior of the types of people who will be
in community shelters, under genuinely stressful conditions. As valuable
as this information is for shelter management in general, it has contributed
little of an empirical nature to the subject of population grouping. Disaster
research, being of recent origins as a field of specialization, has tended
to produce descriptive studies of unique events or situations. These studies
generally attempt to present as wide a range of material as possible about
an extremely complex social phenomenon. It is perhaps premature to expect
detailed analyses of one facet of this phenomenon--grouping patterns and
their implications. Even if students of disaster were Interested in gain-
ing empirical information about grouping in a-disaster, such data would not
be easy to obtain directly during the catastrophe, and equally difficult to
reconstruct without distortion, after the event.

Finally, two types of research on "peacetime" groups must be mentioned.
The first encompasses the wide range of experimental studies commonly labeled
'small groups" research and academically identified with the discipline of
social psychology. It should be noted that the literature review in the
previous section of this chapter is largely concerned with small group studies.
In terms of the fourth condition of applicability (systematic investigation
of grouping dimensions) the literature of small groups surpasses any other
body of research considered in this project. Almost all of the variables
that are relevant to shelter grouping have been experimentally manipulated
in at least several small groups studies. However, the applicability of the
data to shelter grouping recommendations is limited, for a few reasons. The
first and most obvious is the fact that the size of the group with which this
research area Is concerned corresponds to only one of the four levels of shelter
groups described in this report. Secondly, unlike community groups in a
shelter, most of the experimental groups are task-oriented. In this respect,
the experimental groups are much more closely related to task teams in a
shelter. Still another limitation is imposed by the usual membership composi-
tion of small groups. The subjects generally are students, and/or volunteers,
with the result that experimental small groups are far from representative
of the population to be found in community shelters.
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The second type of "peacetime" grr"jp research comprises studies of

organizations or of segments of organizations. Frequently, these are applied

studies, carried out under industrial auspices, to improve the effectiveness

of organizational perrormance. On the plus side, these studies nften

focus on larger groups th6n do the experimental studies, and they deal with

grouping problems that a-, directly relevant to the shelter situation (for

example, the problemn of span of control, of coniunications up and down

channels). But here too, the direct applicability of research findings Is

limited by the vast differences between: (I) the goals of business or in-

dustrial organizations and a fallout shelter, (2) the functions of both

leaders and members in the two groups, and (3) the enviroementzi and social

psychological settinqs in which each organization operates.

Although the previous discussion has emphasized the scarcity of group

research data that bears directly on toe problem of manageable population

units on a community shelter, it should be stressed that the survey of the

literature was of great value in the course of the project. The shelter

system analysis was based in large part on the available literature, in

conjunction with field trips. Most of the grouping principles in the fol-

lowing chapter were derived from the literature, either directly, or more

frequently, by ioplication.



V. GROUPING.PRINCIPLES

Description of Grouping Principles

The results of the evahuation of the technical literature and the
analysis of the shelter system are reflected In two different levels of
statements about groups: (i) grouping principles and (2) grouping recom-
mendations. Recommendations, found in the next chapter, are detailed
statements about such variables as group size and structure that comprise
our suggested solutions to the problem of organizing a shelter into manage-
able units. Recommendations are one of the outputs of the application phase
of the research. Specific recommendations, however, cannot be derived di-
rectly from the research findings. Between the findings and the recommenda-
tions there must be a mediating conceptual level that serves to abstract and
unify the findings and provide a basis for generating and evaluating specific
reccmmendations. Such are the functions of the grouping principles. The
derivation of grouping principles is the culmination of the analysis phase
of this study. Principles are theoretical statements pertaining to the
observed or hypothesized nature of grouping dimensions, and the relation-
ships between the dimensions and the shelter variables.

The grouping principles may be viewed as the first step towards a spec-
ial theory of the determinants of group size and structure. "Special theory"
refers to the fact that its applicability to groups other than community
fallout shelters has not been formally 4nvestigated. Informally, however,
there appear to be significant analytic distinctions between commun'y7'groups
in a shelter and other hierarchical social organizations.

The following pages contain three types of grouping principles. These
may be referred to as "will,"1 "can," and "should" statements. A "will"
principle is one that states a direct cause and effect relationship between
a shelter variable and a grouping dimension. For example, "if variable X
Increases, dimension Y will decrease." A "should" principle is a generalized
statement to the effect that when shelter variable X occurs (other things
being equal), the Shelter Manager or planner should do Y. The distinction
between a "should" principle and a grouping recommendation, is that the former
is a solution on the most general level that can be meaningfully discussed,
while the latter represents the most detailed solution which seems feasible
to suggest. Between the "should" and the "will" statements are the "can"
principles. These are statements of conditional relationships, in the form
of, "if shelter variable X increases, grouping dimension Y can Increase"
(that is, has the capability to increase, if the shelter management determines
that it is desirable). The rather primitive state of a general theory of
human groups in the behavioral sciences is indicated by the paucity of "Will"-
type statements among the grouping principles.
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Some Methodological Comments on Grouping Principles

I. The Grouping Principles chapter Is organized in the following
manner. Prefacing the presentation of grouping principles is a descrip-
tion of shelter variables and grouping dimensions. These are the two
primary tools of the analysis. Grouping principles are discussed in
terms of shelter variables that affect grouping dimensions. Following
the prefatory material, the principles that apply to each grouping diinen
slon are presented. Each principle receives a brief discussion. Follow-
ing this discussion are listings of "modifiers" which are shelter system
variables th6t create a tendency towards change in one or more aspects of
a group. For example, if the size of the shelter (a shelter variable) has
an effect upon the number of grouping levels (a grouping dimension), the
effect is cited and discussed.

2. Not all relationships between shelter variables and grouping dimen-
sions are discussed within the grouping principles. They are only evaluated
in those cases where a variable is deemed to be import3nt or illuminating
for grouping.

3. This report recommends a hierarchical structure for, grouping In
community fallout shelters. The structure closely resembles that of the
traditional bureaucratic model, as exemplified by the military or the large
business organization. However, shelter grouping is not guided by such goals
as rationality, efficiency, or division by specialization nearly so much as
a business organization. The structure of hierarchical community groups in
a fallout shelter represents a different type of bureaucracy, and the ration-
ales that support these grouping principles are based on this special type.
The reader who is versed in the literature on social organization may note
some uncommon reasons listed to support the grouping principles. It should
be kept in mind that the rationales are the result of our analysis of the
organization for group fallout shelters, which often are not applicable to
standard bureaucratic models. The reverse is also true; explanations of
"normal" bureaucratic structure and process often do not applyto the commun-
ity fallout shelter.

4. It should be kept in mind that the phrase "other things being equal"
is implicit in all statements of the principles. In the sections on recom-
mendations and applications, the implications of "all things not being equal"
are considered.

5. The principles pertain to a shelter that is operated on a single-
shift basis; the implications for sub-grouping of two and three shift shelters
have not been considered in this report.
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Shelter variables are features of the shelter system that have a
significant effect upon the size, structure, or other dimensions of shelter
grouping. The analysis of the shelter system has revealed the following
variables to have important influences upon corirnunity groups:

- Shelter size,
- Shelter configuration,
- Shelter facilities,
- Population characteristics,
- Pre-trained management,

- P-e-organized shelterees,
- Pre-knowledge of other she .erees.

Shelter Size

The variable with an overriding effect upon shelter grouping is shelter
size, that is, the number of people in a given shelter.

Shelter Configuration

Shelter confi'Jration means the physical layout of the shelter The
shelver can consist of a single space or multiple areas; the multiple areas
may Le rontiguous or physically separated.

Level of Shelter Facilit;es

The shelter that has an extremely low level of surviva ' -upplies and
equipmert faces a set of management problems that may call tor a different

mode of community grouping than the shLIer that has a less austere level

of facilities. The level of supplies may be affected by several possibilities.

The original stocks may be at a minimal level. Overcrowding or an extended

shelter stay may also deplete sheiter supplies.

Population Characteristics

The distribution of the population as to aoi, sex, social class, and

ethnic backgrcund has an iwp ct on shelter grouping. A sheiter with a
heterogeneous mixture of these characteristics is a different shelter from
the point of view of manageable group si2e and structure, than a shelter with
a homogeneous population. Similarly, a shelter with many children may require
different grouping patterns than an all-adult shelter.
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Pre-Trained Management

The extent to which a pre-trained, and perhaps, pre-organized manage-

ment staff is available in a shelter will be an important consideration in

estaL' ishing shelter groups.

Pre-Orqanized Shelterees

The degree to which the shelterees are part of a common pre-shelter

organization (an office or plant, school, perhaps even a neighborhood) will

have implications for community grouping in-shelter.

Pre-Knowledge of Other Shelterees

A shelter in which a large part of the population are acquaintances,
friends, relatives, or perhaps just know of each other, will tend to have

a different grouping pattern than the shelter in which strangers are the
rule and friends the exception.
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Grouping dimensions are aspects of groups that are central to the
problem of organizing a community fallout shelter into manageable units.
The following are the grouping dimensions upon which grouping principles
and recommendations have been based:

- Forma! grouping,

- Group size,
- Group structure,
- Group responsibilities,
- Timing of group formation,

- Selection of leaders,
- Assignment of shelterees to groups,
- Sielteree mobility.

Formal Group M.

Although formal grouping is actually not a grouping dimension, it is
a basic assumption which underlies everything that follows. The principles
and recommendations presented in this study are based on the assumption that
formal grouping of the shelter p,.pulation is a necessity. The rationale for
the necessity of shelter grouping is presented under this heading.

Group Size

Group size is concerned with the number of people that each type of
coniiunity group should optimally contain to carry out its function as
effectively as possible. Ihe dimensions of group size and group structure
are closely related.

Group Structure

The term "group structure'' is used in this report to refer to the number
of hierarchical management levels that are necessary for effective L mmand/
control of a community shelter. The term, generally, has a broader meaning
when used in the social sciences. The following is an illustration of a
group structure with two management levels:

Shelter Manager

ll I *It-
She Itereces
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The principles and recommendations under this dimension revolve around
the problem of whether and when to change tht; number of management levels
versus changing the number and size of groups, while keeping levels constant.
The problem may be stated as, when to change the group structure vertically
(change levels) and when horizontaiiy (change group size and number only).

Group Responsibilit.es

This dimension pertains to the responsibilities of the leaders of the
various community groups. Two types of responsibilities are considered;
operational and management. The key issue in this dimension is the determina-
tion of which leaders will have the responsibilities for shelteree performance
and behavior within community groups.

Timing of Group Formation

This refers to two aspects of shelter grouping. The first is the time
when grouping should take place during the shelter stay. The second, and
more problematical, is the order in which different shelter groups should be

organized.

Leader Selection

This dimension deals with whether leaders of different levels of shelter
groups should be selected by shelter management, or elected by shelterees.
If leaders are to be selected, the basis of this selection must also be

determined.

Shelteree Assignment

This dimension pertains to the methods and the underiying rationales
for assigning shelterees to different types of shelter groups.

Shelteree Mobility

Mobility refers to movement within and between ,roups. This section
describes the eALent to which, and the conditions inder which, shelterees
may chagc their in-shelter group affiliations during the course of the

shelter stay.
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TI'lle( IPrinc(1i)le- 1' l")rla I (( r)tGupilig

General Principles

In all shelters, regardless of size or condition, the population should
be divided into groups on some formal basis Formal grouping refers to the
establishment of community units of varying sizes, with designated leaders,
a general set of responsibilities, a definite location in the shelter, and
procedures for the assignment of group members. Formal grouping also refers

to the development of patterned relationships between shelter groups.

Discussion

The three major functions of community groups in a shelter are: (1)
the psychological, (2) the operational, and (3) the management functions.
Although they are not mutually exclusive, it is meaningful for study purposes
to consider them separately.

The psychological function of community groups is a shorthand term that

covers the gamut of gratifications that individuals receive from group rnember-
ship. This includes feelings of being liked, of belonging, of giving and
receiving solace and comfort, and of becoming personally motivated to achieve
the goals of the group.

There dre instances in human history where groups have perished, not
directly from physical or environmental causes such as starvation or torture,
but because yr.),Jp ties between individuals could not be sustained. Instead
of a united group motivated to achieve common ends, there emerged an aggregate

of unattached persons, striving to achieve individual purposes. Consequ(ently,
activities were carried out at cross purposes without common direction, and

resources were squandered until ultimately many people perished. Such ,3
situation could also occur in a shelter in the absence of firm leadership and

strong group ties.

'The second function of conunity groups may be called the operational
one. It pertains to the organization of group members to fulfill the ac-
tivities of the group. Although all shelters will have a set of task teams

responsible for performing the more technical tasks, the shelteree will be
directly involved in numerous task areas including: food and water, sleep,
sanitation, medical c ar, training, recreation, and certjin pm>ltective and
emergency actions. Under the most ideal conditions, these tasks wouid be
veritably impossible to implement effectively in a non-organized fashion.
In a shelter, the only conceivable approach to group activities is through
organization of the populaton into formal, manageable units.
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The thi rd funct ion of convnuni ty groups has been t led the management
function. Any grouIp as large ,nd as com 'plex as even the smallest conmmunity
fallout shelter must extensively plan, coordinate, and closely -cntrol the

use of its rescurce-_, including its human resources. Grouping shelterees
ii.O formal population units is a prerequisite for such planning and control.

Modifiers

1. Size of shelter: The larger the shelter population, the greater

will be the need for formal groulping, especially to conduct the operational
and management f unc t ions of cormmun ity groups. Neither group activities, nor

over-all planning and coordination, can be carried ouL in the absence of
orginizaticm. Individual shelteree needs could frequently be met through

informal, spontaneous grouping or on the basis of pre-shelter friendship or

kinship, However, even in these cases, formal grouping makes a contribution

towards satisfying sheltcree emotional needs by indicating that leadership

is undertaking positive and visible actions to increase Survival chances.

This may be an important. factor in maintaining or re-establishing shelteree
morale and motivation.

2. Shelter configuration: The existence of separate areas in shelter

has a significant influence1 Upon shelter grouping. Separate areas provide a
natural basis for grouping shelterees into manageable and psychologically

meaningful wilits. The visible barriers created by physically Separate Shelter

areas enhance grou 'p feeIIng armong ShelIter-es, by '.. car Iy i denti1fying group
members end distinguishig them from non-group mie;mbers.

From a manaoement control point of view, separate areas can ha)ve both
positive and negative consequences. If there aire too many physically separ-

ated areas, the prob leins of over-allI coordinat ion and superv is ion are in-
creased, novcr , w ithlin each bounded area. management cont rolI becomes eas i er
to achieve.

3. LLIcK i t es The lower the levelI of survival supplies ind equipment,

the greater wi I I be theit need t or f ormal g roup Ing I n a shelIter.

Formkl su5,'*vi',7ow oi the population incteases management control over
the distribution and use (;1 the suppiles that are ovoi lable. Als(A formal

grouping meons t hat sheIte rec be hayvior con be ni tored more c loselIy to pre-

vent anid cont rol disorder thait may re sult itV she Iterees at tcmpt to 11axim ze

their indi viduo I survival chjnces-. Wfmei ,ksupplies ore low. survi val will

depend, in !orgec fneasure, upon the mot ivat ion and imora le of the popu lat ion.

To the extent that forinal grouping can mitah shlterces with similar interests

and bacc' 7 OUrd , therchy tendi ni to increase posi t ,e gIroup feelIing, and to

the extent to which it dci;ofs t ro es that monogemflent i5 doing something for

survivzal, forirl groupir,, ;cive.s the ptydimloqical funct ion of comnnuni ty
groups.

j,1+ 1 . r(n , _hcriic' ti The grter the hoimage (ne i ty of t he pop

ulIat inon, t he c er it wi I I I b, to ar (;,n i z th si 5he 1te r i nto r anagjeablIe un it s.



Everything else being equal, it will be more difficult and take a
longer period of time to establish positivc group feelings in small groups
composed of people of dissimilar ages and social backgrounds.

From the operational and managemnent points of view, similarity in
shclterec Liackqround will ease the problem of organizing formal groups
somewhat. The closer the backgrounds of shelter members are to each other,
the greater the chance of developing a single set of shelter regulations
and procedures that wil11 be accepted and adhered to by everyone in the
shelter.

Under certain conditions, homogeneous population characteristics may
lead to a problem for managemnent. In many shelters, the majority of the
population may u..nsist of members of two or three religious, ethnic, social
c lasso-,,or havo ither pre,-shelter group affiliations. The members of any
such group wiil tend to stay together in the shelter. While their homo-
geneity will increasc cohesiveness within their group, it may also result
in increased antogonism between their tightly knit shelter group and the
equally cohesive groups, composed of members of other religions, social classes,
ethnic groups, etc. This situation may lead to one group scking additional
privileges and a-.dvantages in shelter. The problem for the The Iter iianager is
to sce to it that the strong, positive leclings that will tend to develop
within groups of homogeneous background, do not result in inter-group squabblec
and ant agon ismns.

5. -Pre-trcined wanoicemnent: The gIreater the number of pre-trained
m. nagerient personnel, the m ore effective shelter grouping will be in sat is-
fying emoctional needs, carrying out activities. ond maintaining over-all
con) t ro I.

6.Pr~jpiation of she I trees: It many of the she! teree,, 1,o long
to one or several pre-ei St ing orgontzzat iotis, the pre-she! ter orkiani zat ion
soIc beconj the racork fr she!lter gIrouping , where'ver 1)0ss b Ic dl to
thle degqree poss )e . Lven i I many of th h emb, -s of a pre-ex Is t inq orgajn i -

za t I on d"o no t know e~ic h o the r pe rsonalI ly, they will tend to know the Ir'aders,
a3nd Io Li c intcd wi th the var ions groups of the orgaon izat ion. lIn on
case, pr-\i~ti(1organ ization will make population grouping much easier
in she Iltei .

7. r e "'jlHere:Ties oft Ir ev:dsh p anid kinship
provide i ti~atn-iork lr t:,( division of the poplulation. The greater the
extvrI o1. pr ede eny she It reen , thu iiore r.p iul y ind effect ivel y
shelter g1r-iup1 ik -,T he :.chleved and font ed r two reasons. The greater
t he c;- tc n t o p I r-; n'1ow I ece,( I ) the oc ler t he t-uot i ono I bonds be tween
s ht. I ti revsCl, 01n1 (2) z hie rete r t he probab iI I t y t ha t epo rot iona I and manage -
ment I un !t Mnad pr oced u res W i I I he I o I Iovwed by t hic popu I o t I on due to i nfo rmalI

p res;. r u n,,, enerated w itih In ithe(1 group. It shoul d he no ted , however, tha t
u.11,(,r ert a in corid it I ons , t h) s pheomnon caon t h,.4.r t wionage-me nt i roup
nicmbe-r s pe rcei1ve bhel I teIc lede rs as b, e re a in thi duis h

dcg ree o t p re - knw I edg e am"ong S he I t Crees Canr intenisi ty 6nd uni fy o[pno% i t ion
to tK leaer s -,nd c re .tc 0 po 1,en-it Kl a I l -o I mlontr p roblemin.



T hle P ric' iples (A (I' o i S ize

General Principles

7,he principle of group size may be summarized as "size follows fur'-tion."

Each of the three major functions of community groups, psychological, opera-

tional, irc m'anage:ent, is broadly identified with i group of a certain size.

The .twotional needs of shelterees are best satisfied by a small group,

within which intersive, face-to-face interaction can take place in a rela-

tivly arur K, : ionshia. in the shelter, thil group will be called the

Un i t.

inc perjt ,-ana group' is a led iur-sized group called the Section. The

leader , - ,ra&'n. s crct rsponsibi ity for and control over the group

merbers en ::ei c r a c inu ty group act vi ty. Consequently, the optimum

size of trhe ,ra-p t:ta[ un,:rt,kes act ivities as a unit is determined by the
I r s r ;n t r"-antr i .

[a r'tana- 'at contr ] , a lare ,o;Tn-n ty ,r,,up, tol led a Division, is

desirabic, .,s rucl, ranage.ient control is best acnieved with few separate

(Iru4),. Pr , P- I , coordination, and over-alI direction are more effective

wh tr-.a r) .ther (; ,:auns wi t h wh ch ranaqenent funct ons are directly con-

c erneu , ,

Discussi on

.c t'r v ru T-s n r t ,, -at s c oq si s ts refer to as the
'i' , : . >. r k:,,:ry cra)U i cthar,,cterizcj by small size and intimate,

1, .- -,. , . t a. a she' tar, it 0i r bt the group of tami ly , friends,

r n" aaoi , !rs, ho .ii ninister t.O tie indiviiual's (mot lonal needs ind
':q rl. ', h c .,.] t c r('c,) n ,c d as c., rson, rathcr thar, onIy a face or a

11k.b r. In a cr r : ry o(tt i ts I u rc t ions, the primary group thas to be

r,,a n, t h, Uit a, s been suggested as seven to

r, I the La',. f I t te',CLJ' it appears in the social
psy , '' , , 'l Ct r t ,. i' :lal lrt;t gr tp s:e Ior which lea dership

beck,( ,., , n :.stry. l-. lve i s the "norral " upper I i it. Above

I h n ,, r . - ,,, ;iave f o:n I ty in p rov i ng a I i meribers of his

c(;p t , ,i ppo r-z u t eS fot i ntensive irt('rac t ion, which is the

ra ,sr c , tfar the pr-imory qroilp

T n s nenwra i y thc aasic co'vaun. 'y group in shelter. Like

ti UI I I rk t .. rin se'rvt-S t he aot Iornol netlds o the shelterees by offer-

in, g r F 0 U) d I' a c t at' on it I I c S intecrise k,.'n t i"nal level

than tht. Un In I t di tin tO ts turae function, the Section also occupies

a Ky tS,.S i t., ti' Sc. ,I strutture nf the shelter. Its members participate
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in a majority of shelter activities as a group, Including: sleeping, eat-
ing, training, and education. It is the group within which Informal methods
for social' control can develop and operate, and it Is a quasi-political
unit, with a leader who represents It to higher management, Thus, It par-
ticipates in making democratic decisions about shelter procedures.

The limits upon the size of the Section are fixed largely by the duties
of the Section leader. He is directly responsible for the performance and
well-being of his group. He must, therefore, know them all, though not as
Intimately as the Unit leader, and he must be able to observe the behavior
of all Section members. Data from two-week habitability studies indicate
that a leader can meet the above requirements with a group of 30. The
upper limit of the size of the Section has, as yet, not been empirically
determined. Several studies of extended shelter occupancy have indicated
that a trained Shelter Manager can be directly responsible for as many as
100 persons. however, these studies were carried out with highly selective
populations, whicl% because of their status,were prone to follow the directions
of a recognized leader. Another characteristic of habitability studies that
makes generalization of grouping recommendations quite speculative is that in
all such studies a single, small group is enclosed in a single, smell space
with generally a single leader. In reality, a majority of the population
will be in shelters in which Sections will be embedded in Divisions, and
Divisions will be part of Departments. The entire question of the effects of
organizational size and complexity upon the group leaders' span of immediate
responsibility has yet to be studlad in a fashion applicable to community
Fallout shelters. The unresolved issue-of the upper size limit of the Section
may be illustrated by a final point. It may be argued that within a confined
space, represented by a small shelter, it is possible for one leader to
supervise a larger number of people because they are in close proximity to
each other and to the leader. This would be true if close proximity did not
have additional consequences that may affect span of responsibility in an
adverse manner. The results of "close-in" living, under disaster conditions
in terms of tensions and hostilities, In terms of all the possible things
that people can accidentally or intentionally do to each other in a shelter,
will require that the group leader be perpetually on the alert. The leader
can theoretically control more people in a confined situation, but equally
theoretically, there may be much more to control, as a result of confinement.
Neither the theory nor the data are available to provide a definite answer to
the problem raised above. It is our interpretation of the theoretical and
empirical clues that are to be found, that 60 represents a realistic and
practical upper limit of people for whom a single shelter leader can be
immediately responsible.

Although shelterees may commonly identify in some ways with their Divi-
sion, this level of shelter grouping is essentially for management control
rather than for shelteree morale. It would be extremely difficult for a
Shelter Manager to coordinate the activities of 1000 shelterees, organized
into twenty Sections. 1iwever, by establishing four groups of 250 people
each, and delegating management authority to the leaders, the shelter becomes
more effectively organized. The Division leader's function is to plan and
oversee the activities of his group in coordination with top shelter management.
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The Division leader interacts with the-Individual shelteree only as the
latter becomes a problem that the Section leader cannot handle.

The size of management control groups are defined less distinctly by
theoretical considerations than the smaller shelter groups. One can only
say that if groups are too small, planning and control will be made more
complicated. On the other hand, if they are extremely large, more sub-
divisions within the group will be required, with negative results.

The Department is essentially similar to the Division. It is a large-
size administrative group for management control and will be found only in
very large shelters.

Modifiers

I. Size of shelter: From the standpoint of the emotional needs of the
shelteree, the size of the shelter group should remain small or become even
smaller, as the size of the shelter increases. Because in a small shelter,
people can identify with the entire shelter as a group, the size of the Unit
is not too critical, within limits. However, in large shelters, the ability
to identify meaningfully with all shelterees is lost, and emotional gratifica-
tion must come from shelter sub-groups. The smaller the group, the greater
can be the emotional involvement.

From an operational point of view, the greater the number of people in
shelter, the larger should be the size ofrthe operational groups. This re-
lationship will also hold true for management control groups. However, the
upper limit is more critical for the Section, which is a medium-sized group,
than for Divisions and Departments.

2. Shelter configuration: For all sized community groups, the avail-
ability of separate areas should be considered in sub-grouping the population.
Where possible, the size of shelter groups should conform to the number and
capacity of separate shelter areas.

3. Facilities: As the level of survival supplies and equipment de-
creases, the groups which meet psychological and management control needs
should be made smaller. Minimal facilities mean increased management prob-
lems in keeping people alive and under control. Decreased sized groups in
a sheltor with minimal stocks will tend to increase management control over
shelterees to prevent disorder, and increase control over resources to in-
sure that they last as long as possible. Smaller group size will work in the
direction of increasing group cohesiveness, which will be a key to shelter
survival in the absence, or limited availability, of supplies.

4. Population characteristics: As the homogeneity of the population
increases, the capability of extending the sizes of shelter groups is in-
creased. People with similar characteristics will tend to establish more
intensive interaction patterns earlier, and will also tend to behave in
similar, more predictable ways. This means that a group leader will be able
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to supervise a larger group of homogeneous shelte;'ees with little, if _ny,
loss of effectiveness,

5. Pre-trained man;'gemenZ; The greater the number of trainen Imanage-
ment personnel In shelter, thc larger the size that all shelter gr,,ups can
be without loss of control. We must nperate on the assumption that a trined
man has a span of control that is larger ti)an tnat of in untraned person,
and can satisfy shelteree needs more effectivel/.

However, if there is a surfeit ot managemenit personnel (a r--re Ikkeli-
hood), the size of shelt-r 2-roups may have to be decreased in order to
utili ze the skill s of all mzied people.

6. Pre-rnowledge of other she Iterets: The extent to which the shelter
populat ion is -r iendly or acquainted wi th each other has an imnplIicat ion for
group Size. ~Tne greater the extent of pre-knowiedge among --helterees, the
greater the capabi ity of increasing the size of all levels of shelter groups.

The rationaie is sili lar to that for populat ion hoqxmgenvi ty.



The Principles of Group Structure

General Principles

The organization of community groups in all shelters should take the
form of a hierarchical structure. At least one management level should
intervene between the Shelter Manager and the individual shelteree. The
central Issue concerns the optimal shape of this structure, whether it
should have few management levels and many groups on one level, or more
levels with few groups on a level. Management control generally is en-
hanced by a structure tending towards the vertical; that is, with a number
of grouping levels. Operational control is most efficient when there are
few levels between the leader responsible for an activity and the people
carrying it out. Whichever s'ructure is used, the number of management
levels should be kept as few in number as Is compatible with effective com-
mand/control of a given shelter.

Discussion

It will be exceedingly difficult for a single leader to effectively
supervise more than 60 or so people in any community shelter, or In any
group within a shelter. An intervening leadership level or levels will
keep the top leadership level from being overburdened by interactions with
and responsibility for individual shelterees, and allow them to concentrate
upon the over-all direction of the shelter or the group.

What shape the hierarchical organization should take is a question of
span of control versus chain of command. By keeping the number of manage-
ment levels low, the leader shortens his chain of command. There are fewer
Intervening levels between himself and the shelter population; information
tends to reach the leader more rapidly and with less distortion; the capa-
bility for rapid decision-making is increased. But these advantages are
not gained without penalties. The group leader must now supervise a larger
number of sub-group leaders. Although he gets more informetion more rapidly,
much of this information may be superfluous because there are no Intervening
management levels serving to filter out non-essential communications.

By adding intervening management levels, the number of people whom the
leader must directly supervise is decreased, but the leader s chain of com-
mand is extended and he becomes further removed from the shelterees.

Modifiers

1. Size of shelter: The relationship between size of shelter and
group structure most directly cencerns the management functions of community
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grouping, The greater the rumber of people in a shelter, the larger the
numxber nf management levels necessary for effective cornand/control.

A shelter of 100 can be efficiently organized with two management
levels (the Shelter Manager plus one leve! of gr-oup leaders). A shelter
of 500 requires three manbgement levels. A 500 per-son shelter organized
with only two management levels can either have a few large groups or.
many small groups on one grouping level. Either choice has potentially
serious conseque-es. The alternative of few large groups results in a
shortened span of control for the Manager, but compounds the problems of
sub-group leaders by giving them direct responsibility or many more
shelterees. On the other hand, many small groups ease the problem for the
sub-gioup leaders, but tend to stretch the Manager's span of control beyond
the ma mrumi for effective command. The clear-cut solution is the introduc-
tion c-f a third management level.

2. Shiterconiuration: The physicl layout of the shelter may
have an influence upon the grouping structure. The greater the number
of non-contiguous areas ;n a shelter, the more difficult it will be to
maintain an effeztive hierarchical ly-structured organization.

This principle does not imply that a hierarchical 5tructure will be
less desirable, or no)t as necessary, only that it will be more 6ilfficult
to maintain. Physically separated areas in shelfer tend to lengthen both
span of control and cha~n or command, in a purely geographical sense.
Capabilities for both commnunication and direct supervision are diminished
in the preience of physical barriers between groups. This is probably true
aven :f phone or other media link the 5ub-Iroup leaders to the Pan ger.
The general tendency Will be for - -,cally s->eparated groups in shelter
to become relatively more indepe. it entities.

3. S helter facil1i ties~ As the level of shelter supplies decreases,
the number of grouping levels should increase. Increasing the number of
management levels serves the same purpose as decreasing the size of shvlter
(t)roups. It results in tighter supervisior, over the individual shelterce's
use of re, okrc s.

It. 'Pre-trained rpanaqemen The number of trained or experienced manage-
ment personnel available in a shelter is 3 faetor to consider in determining
commnunity group structure. The lewer the. number of trained or experienced
personnel, the fewer the number of ruanaqemecnt levcls desirable.

Ii there are no trained people with the exception of a trained Shelter
Manager, th~e pr inciplIes of community group ing wouild call for few m,_;agcrrent
IlevelIs , and wony j roups on one l evel, The goal i s to limit t ! ie wber r nf
people for wiiom i nexper iencied (Y'oup leaders w I I be respons iblIe, and to
permi t c loser contact betwcen the Shelter anoiaqcr and ;he untrained leaders.
This p laces ta burden upon the Shel t .r a, 1  but the 3stUmption is, that
as a t r a i ni wo:anaqc~r , he w il I e ablIe to si upe rv is 50 '.re sub-g roup l eade rs.



It there are trained cr experienced people amnq the shelter occupants,
then more grouiping levels can be added to ease the Manager's control problem

by decreasing the number of leaders whom he directly supervises.

5. 'Group levels and pre-organized shelterees: In cases where the en-
tire shelter population or the largest part of it are memrbers of a single

organization, an effective group structure may be achieved by utilizing that

organization's structure as the basis for shelter grouping. In such cases,
the number of shelter i-;-anaqement levels would correspond to the number of

levels in the existing organiZation.

A Shelter Manager should take advantage_ of any "headstart" he can get

in organizing his faci ;ity. Although shelter grouping begins upon entry,

or shortly thereafter, it may take a considerabie length of time before the

new sheiter oroaniz-ton is fully accepted by she:'erees. If the Manager
cai' jtilize the pre-existing group structure, t .o acceptance time may be
cut down considerably-

6. Pre-kno-wieedee of other shelteree3: The greater the extent of pre-

knowledge among she ltereeS, the fewer the management levels that are necessary.

This is fcven more the case if shelterees know and are known by management.

The principle of group size holds that as the extent of pre-knowledge in-

creases, the size of shelter groups can increase withiut impairing managea-

bility (p.40 )I. An '"increased group size capability" is essentially another

way of saying a "niee for fewer maniagement levels." The rationale is identical.
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The Principles of Group Responsibilities

General Principles

The principle of group responsibilities largely pertains to the opera-
tional and management functions of shelter grouping. In general, comunity

group activities are most effectively carried out when operational responsi-
bility is vested in the medium-sized groups. The management function, on
the other hand, is best served by assigning coordination and control responsi-
bilities to larger groups. The small group or lhit may be considered the

center for responsibilities dealing with emotional needs of shelterees.

Discussion

If operational responsibilities ere too centralized; that is, if they

are placed in very large groups, it becr,.nes difficult to control the per-
formance of particular tasks or to supervise specific activities. Also, if
groups are too large, the possibility of assigning tasks and activities on

the basis of individual capabilities and desires is lessened or lost. Under

the generally stressful conditions of she!ter living, the more compatible
sheiterees find their tasks, the better their performance an6 enotion:
states will be. On the other han: if operational responsib;Ltietp ;rie too

decentralized; that Vs, it they! are located at too low a qrc-p :evel, great

shelter-wide variability in the performance of task: will result.

If the responsibilities for management supervision ;re placed at too
low a grouping level, an overabundance of small -rouping entities would

have to attemnpt to carry ouy coordination and control functions. The all-

but-certain result vruld be a lower level of effectiveness in the over-all
direction of t'he shc ter.

Modifiers

1, Size of shcltci: The larger the shelter population, the higher
wiil be the qroup level where operational and management responsibilities

should be located. An increase in shelter size means an increase in the
number of shelter groups, larieiy in the small- and medium-sized groups.

This means more group leaders with operational responsibility for the

perforMance ot group activities, which, in turn, means greater variability
in the implementation of activities. Or, solution is to elevate operational
responsibility to a higier group level. While this tends to standardize the

performance of activities, it affects operational responsibility negatively

in that the leader of the large group cannot directly supervise the activity
involving all of the members of the group. A resolution of this dilemma is
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to si-re operational responsibility between the nilum and large groups:
the larger group nominally takes the center of res,'onsibility, but the
medium-sized sub-groups handle the direct operational supervision.

2. Shelter confiouration: The size and number of separate areas in
the shelter should influence the selection of a grouping level at which
responsibilities are centered. If there are many areas, there should be
a tendency to choose a lower level for centralization of activities and
responsibilities. Since communication difficulties may result in less
effective control, supervision of activities being carried out 4, different
sheeter areas should, therefore, rest with the leaders in those particular
areas. --

If there is a single space, or a few large spaces, responsibility
should center at - higher level to avoid competition, noise, and confusion.

3. Shelter farilities: The poorer the shelter facilities, and/or
th- environmentz] prognosis, the higher will be the level which should
control use of facilities. Activities not requiring the use of facilities
should be centered at the medium level. This group, being more cohesive
and better controlled than the higher level, becomes more important as
conditions vorsen.

, J p- on characteristics: The greater the homogeneity of the
-, . r the groups to which operational responsibility can

be " .! ra>'i'aie is essentially the same as for population homo-
9gerity, and group size (p.40 ). Because greater homogeneity tends to lead
to greater group cohtesiveness and more predictable behavior on the part of
shelterces the number of sheiterees for whom a leader can be operationally
responsible is increased.

5. Prc-trained mclnanement: The level at which group responsibilities
centersi,:uVl. ic on. v.nre trained or experienced leadership is available.

t- If there s a larce qroup ot trained management, .-s in a pre-orpanized shelter,
tile level ma,' be the medium-sized grou;:. The fewer the trained management
personnel av-ilble, the higher the level in which responsibility should be
centered. Training is necessary, or at least very desirable, for the super-
vision of many of the activities in which shelterees will engage. If no
trained rvnage,.nt is available, more efficient utilization of facilities
will be porsib!c if fewer people make decisions affecting them.

6. Prc- Krlo.J C(c,, oT shetC Icres : The more people each shelteree knows,
the higher the level at which c;ctivities and responsibi iities can center.
The rat ionale I s the same as for population liomoenei ty -nd group respensi -
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Tie PrinIkcipleS of Timing or (Grolp ['or lltioll

Two aspects of timing are contained within this grouping dimension.
The first is when shelter grouping should begin, the second, which group
should be organized first.

General Principles of Timing

The process of grouping should begin upon shelter entry or as soon
as possible thereafter. When rapid organization is essential for initial
operations and management, temporary grouping of shelterees should be con-
ducted on the basis of "first come, first grouped." After the initial
protective actions have been taken, the organization can be modified into
permanent groups which can better support the psycholonica) 1unction of
community groups. When an immediate, temporary grouping pattern is used,
shelterees should be reminded that there will be opportunities to change
groups (see Shelteree Mobility, pp.53-54 , and Assignment of Shelterees
to Groups, pp.51-52 ).

Discussion

Early organization has several advantages for the shelter: (1) it
allows the initial protective actions against weapons'effects to be exe-
cuted rapidly, (2) it ieads to more rapid control of shelteree behavior,
at a time when many shelterees will be anxious, stunned, and confused, by
showing them that something can and is being done for them.

General Principle of Priority

Each major function of the shelter suggests a different priority for
the size of the group to which shelterees should be first assigned. From
the operational standpoint, shelterees should be assigned initially to
middle-sized groups which, in turn, should be combined into larger "manage-
ment groups" and then subdivided into "psychological groups." Management
criterii indicate that large groups should be organized initially, then sub-
divided, while the psychological function is best supported by initial
assignment to small-to-medium groups.

Discussion

The positivw- impact ot initial crgani7,,tion may be reduced it the group
assignment is too large, or too small. If the group assignment is too large,
shelterees will see themselves as part of a large, impersonal aggregate of
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bewildered individuals. There will be little, if any, chance of contact
between the group leader and shelterees. In addition, it will become
more difficult to conrnunicate and carry out the necessary immediate actions
in shelter.

Modifiers of the Timing Principle

I. Size of shelter: The larger the population in shelter, the greater
will be the necessity to begin immediate grouping.

In small shelters (50-200 people), it may be possible to begin upera-
tions before the population has been grouped. In larger shelters, groupiog
must begin prior to, or at least concurrently with, protective actions and
other initial shelter operations, Since shelter management must depend
upon uniform response by shelterees to management directives concerning
protective actions, some form of established organization may increase the
likelihood of achieving such a response.

2. Configuration of the shelter: The configuration of shelter areas
has more effect on how successful initial grouping is likely to be than
when grouping should begin. In other words, the greater the ,umber of sep-
arate areas in shelter, the greater is the probability that a form of effective
organization will be rapidly achieved. The effect of a physical boundary on
management control and shelteice group 'eeling has already been mentioned in
the relationship between :onfiguration and group size (p.39 ). in this con-
nection, it might only be added that group cohesiveness is an important factor
-n social control. The more sheltetees identify with a group, the more likely
they are to conform to the expectations of that group, expressed as orders
from a formal leader or informal pressures from other group members. However,
the effect of a physical boundary may rebound to management disadvantage if
the separation from other groups is so complete and communication between
groups sporadic that the group members feel isolated from the rest of the
shelter, or that other shelter areas are better off. This may be particularly
stressful during the early stages of the shelter stay, when the major part of
the population wi I st I I I be anxious and uninformed.

. Population characteristics: The greater the homogeneity of the popu-
fation, the grcatcr the probability is that organization w I I be c"'veloped
early and successful ly. The more people hove in common, the more readily
positive feelings will evolve among them. The sooner positive group teelings
evolve, the earlier the organization will become accepted by shelterees,

4. Pre-organized she I terees : If shel terees are all members of one or
several existing orgjanizdtions that will be used as -j basis for shelter group
structure, there is no timingi problem.

5. Pro-trained manoagemcnt: The greater the number of trained management
personnel. the sooner groups con be organized. In the absence of pre-trained
group leaders, tim0 must be spent in identifying and br'cfing acceptable leaders
from the population at large. Where traine'd personnel ore i. shelter, the- can
immediately take charge of their groQs.
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6. Pre-knowledge of other shelterees: The greater the pre-knowledge
uf other shelterees, the greater will ve the likelihood that shelter organ,-
zatio will be developed rapidly and successfully. The reason for this is
Identical to that of Population Characteristics, above.

Modifiers of the Priority Principle

I. Size of shelter: The larger the shelter, the larger will be the
group to which individuals should be initially assigned. However, this
group should not be larger than the Division. The reason for this modifica-
tion is given in the discussion of the general principle of initial assign-
ment (p. .$).

2. Configuration of the thelter: The shelter configuration should be
considered when selecting the size of group for initial assignment. Which-
ever group is organized first should conform to the number and capacity of
separate shelter areas, if they exist. If the first group to which shelterees
have been assigned must be subdivided to fit into the configuration of the
shelter, then the original benefit of assigning people to that group wil,
have been diminished.

3. Pre-trained management: The first group to which shelterees are
assigned should be led by a trained leader. Consequently, the fewer the
trained management personnel, the larger should be the group to which
shelterees should be assigned. The purpose for selecting this specific
group level is to maximize the capability to communicate and implement
immediate survival activities. This purpose will most likely be accomplished
if shelterees are assigned to a qroup headed by trained management personnel.

4. Pre-knowledqe of other sheIterees: The greater the pre-knowledge
among shelterees, the larger wiil De the group level that can be initially
organized. If many of the shelterees know each other prior to shelter entry,
the problem of individuals being "ost" in a group of huge dimensions is
minimized. Because group teeling is already partially achieved through pro-
knowledge, the resulting group can be larger than if it were composed of
strangers.



The Principles of Leader Selection

General Principles

Each of the three functions of community groups depends upon somewhat
different leadership characteristics.

From the psy'hological standpoint, the leader should be known and liked
by the members o; t[ gr'up, and he, in turn, should understand them. Ideally,
he should have a ba-Kground similar to that predominant among group members.
Specific training and experience, while fr ,uently of value, is usually secon-
dary to personal and background charactor istics. Therefore, the leader of
the .,nit should bo elected by its members.

To r, et the c-erational function, Section leaders should have some
training or exsperence invo'ving the supervision of fairly large numbers
of p 'ple. ,',a'<sc on rati nal supervision generally requires closer con-
tac between to leaDcr anc the individual shelteree than does over-all
manage;ic - sup rvisi,_-i, the operational group head should, wherever possible,
be sor c :e w-lcn is k'oin to the group embers. In nos- cases, operational-
type leader_ ,rou. bec - )ointed by higher managerqent, alLhouqh there are
some insta -s. specified below, where the operational leader may be elected
by group 7 : t .t any loss of effectiveness.

W. e It Is to every I oucr's advantac.e to be known and respected by
t'.: otners I to[e jioup, a. tloC 1eei of the Division and the DePartment,
it is ;cs., - rtont tnan traininq or experic ce. The primar, characteristic
of tie ie,,-:cr o: the ; .' , c i't hroC)u i' supcrvisory obiii' ,', derived either
through tra;nc; r) (pcrience in n:nngi'.; large, qroups. This psi tion should
defnito' ly f lilc..; by ,,_:i)o i nt froni top-level snelter manqcment,

Discussion

For t c lov. rens,,,,-, train ined d xperienced eoders should be
appointed to d~ rec )up ,ct ties and exer"ise over-nili control:

I h1 11 rcs" isb iit es ol th!s leners tor rtlir numbers

of ,ne turees stronqlv suPLjst that they bc e;s'ei c.S

car, u IIy as is posibic unduc shelter cone itins. Sclec-
tion on thc nsiis of past ex',erIence is pro y more
Cf?'c t.V W.y to get coi;;pctent operdtior I .- )d managquient

lcdership thin election of leoders by shelterces.

2. /tppointrcnt Ot iczauJt s will result in a more efficient
oistriu tion of le-aership over the entire shelter.



3. in large shelters, leadership can be established more
rapidly through appointment than via elections.

Modifiers

I. Size of shelter: The larger the population of the shelter, he
more desirable it is that ope-ation.l and management control be in the
hands of appointed leaders, who will have training and/or experience in
planning, coordinating,and implementing activities. The pqychclgical
function should still largely deend upon elected leaders.

2. Facilities: The lower the V-vel of survival supplies ard equip-
ment, the more desirable it is that operational and management controi be
in the hands of appointed leauers. The reason is simply that the low the
level of supplies, the greatur the nu:;-ber of management problems that c,- be
antlcipdted, which will require competent a d ingenious group leaders. Under
these conditions, it is alsc more desirable for the "psychological ie.,d,'i"
to be selected by the sheltcrees.

3. Population characteristis: Th, characteristics of the sheltL:-
population affect largely the psy hoog :al fui.ction of community grouping.
The more homoceneous the group is, tie reater the tendency, and alsc the
greater the desirability that the 1ad, have similar backgrourd charactei
istics to those of group members. if :o.:ps are very hetesogen.ous, it ma,
even be necessary to appoint Unit :eadcr when group nembers may find it
difficult to agree upon an elected offic il. Even if one is c,-cted, re ,en'-

ment and perhaps opposition to him may persist within the group. Higher
management appointment of a leader, especially a trained or exper ienced one,
may ease the possibility of intra-group conflict over leadership selection.

4. Pre-trained manacement: The greater the extent of pr--;-, ';e
management, the greater will be the desirability of assigninq r,th' than
electing leaders. Because pre-trained personnel should form the nktrI:us
of the leadership cadre, they should he assigned to positions in or, r to
utilize training and skills appropriately.

5. Pre-knowled(le an.ong shelterees: The greater the extent t, vhicl'

shelterees know each other, the greater the possibility that etfect~vv
leadership will result from shelteree elections.

6. Pre-orcganization of shelterees: If many of the shelterees belong
to one or several pre-existing organizations, shelter leadership should be
related as much as possible to the leadership structure of that orciniz.-
tion. Because it takes time for new leaders to be fully accepted, i is
advantageous to utilize an already accepted set of iaders to the utmost
extent compatible with other shelter goals.
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rII)~1- 1 ij)i('e of' ShlIte'Ce' \ssigi nilent

General Principles

The psychological and management functions of community grouping have
an optimum method of shelteree assignment associate~d with them. 1he psy-
chological function is best supported by assigning shelterees to groups in
accordance with pre-existing friendship or kinship patterns, aind secondly,
by assigning _- tne basis of expressed common interests or similIarities in
background.

From the management point of view, ass ignment should be determined by
entry, with a ''first come, first assigned" procedure. Even more effective,
keeping in mind management goals, is assignment on the basis of positions
in pre-existing organization.

L)iscu s sionf

Assionment ot shelterecs on the b,,,is of friendship, kinship, or com-
mon inte'-est is consistent with i~hat has been stated previously about the
psychological function of conmmunity grouping. Such assignment criteria

wi I max ize the culhesiveness of shelter groups.

Entry or pre-organizat ion is the most efficient basis for assiqnMefnt
a. far is managerient cant rol is con _erne(1, since it can he done as shielIterces
arc ive, and requires no special information about people, background, skilIfs,
etc(-

Modifiers

K Group s i ze : The gjreater the size of the shelter, the gre-ater the
I ikei IK)od that people with similfar backgrounds and skills art, present H1

sheI tL , but the (Ircater will be the dIiffiiculty in matching themn. There-
fotr, !Lc (grea ter the numnber of peoplIe in slie It er , the more reasonablIe it

Itog q)up shelterees initially by entry or pre-assiqned positions. (See

She Ite re. Mob)iIi t y.)

2. S>:,vIter canf tquraion: The ,reater, the numLber of separate sheIt orIareas, the .. sier will1 he tite task of assigniment, ictiardless of what mctf~od
iused to croup shelIterees . Being eb Ic t.) dir ect a number of people tc a

speci ic rooe or physical I' separated area wi I1I t!, i convenience inorii
in(- Mdfnaeabet populfat ion units.
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3. Facilities. The poorer the level of facilities or the longer the

estimated duration of stay in shelter, the more important it is that shel-

terees' emotional needs be satisfi-d by coix~unity grouping. Therefore, the

more necessary it is to forn smai groups on the basis of cohesion-producing

criteria--comion interest, friendship.

4. ?ovulation c racteristics: The more homogeneous the shelter popu-
lation, the easier it will be to utilize coromon interests as a criterion for

community grouping. However, if the shelter population is of a very hetero-
geneous nature, the more reasonable it is to base initial assignment on entry.

5. Pre-organized shelterees: Where a large number of shelterees belong

to one or several pre-exist~ng organizations, their positions in these organ-
izations should provide the basis for their shelter assignments, wherever

possible.
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The Principles of Shelteree Mobility

General Principles

The shelter cannot be a completely rigid and Inflexible system. Move-
ment of shelterees between groups should be permitted to the extent that it
accomplishes a useful purpose and does not degrade shelter capabilities.
Shelteree mobility will generally support the psychological function of com-
munity groups. Reassignment should take place to re-unite separated families,
friends and to organize groups which are as compatible'as possible. M'Aobility'

may also be used to provide shelterees with a change of shelter "scenery"
during an extended period of confinement.

However, excessive shelter mobility tends to decrease manageability,
although several types of reassignment are valuable or necessary for command/
control. For instance, group reassignment can be a common method of social
control. Also, if shelterees with specific tasks become incapacitated, others
must be reassigned to fill the vacant positions.

Discussion

Under a wide variety of shelter conditions, some of which are described
in the grouping recommendations, community groups must be organized initially
on the basis of entry so that operations can begin in the shelter. Because
this mode of assignment can lead to ineffective grouping arrangements, some
amount of regrouping can be expected to place the population into psycho-
logically meaningful groupings, as soon as the shelter is organized and the
population has begun to calm down.

The use of mobility to maintain social control involves Identifying
potential sources of interpersonal conflict and separating the antagonists
by transferring them to other groups. This procedure may be followed in
cases of actual or potential rule-breaking of a minor nature.

Modifiers

I. Size of shelter: As the size of the shelter increases, there will
be an increased need for mobility, and at the same time, a greater need for
tight management control on mobility.

In a large shelter, uncontrolled movement from one group to another can
undo much o.' the benefit of community grouping. Grouping benefits begin to
accrue when a number of individuals who have been assigned together begin to
think of themselves as a group. Indiscriminate movement between groups will
tend to inhibit the formation of feelings of group identity. In a small
shelter, this is not so much a problem, because people generally can Identify
with all others as members of a comnmn group--the shelter.
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Z. Shelter cnt,iguration: The greater the separation between areas
of a single shelter facility, the fewer the opportunities for movement from
one to t0,e other.

It ;s ohvious that if shelter areas are non-contiguous; that is, sep-
arated by distance, It will be more difficult to move from one to the other.
Freouentiy, as in the case of multiple floor shelters, movement between areas

",ll involve utilizing stairways and passageways with a low protection factor.
In addition, the more distant the shelter areas are one from another the
less likelihood there is of knowing about friends and perhaps even family
members who are in other parts of a single multi-unit shelter facility.

3- Shelter facilities: In shelters with very lim!ted survival stocks,
.iovement between groups should not be encouraged. Where supplies are m~nimal,

strong, positive group feelings towards survival are important. As already
indicated, unlimited movement between groups may weaken group cohesiveness.
Another reason for limiting mobility is that management may want to tiqhten
control over shelteree behavior to prevent the inappropriate use of available
supplies.

4. Population characteristics: The more homogeneous the background of
the shelterees is, the less the need for mobility. In a shelter with a
heteroceneous mix of ages and social backgrounds, there will be a tendency

for shelterees to seek out and interact with people of similar characteristics.
This means that there will probably be pressures on management to permit
shelteree mobility.

5. Pre-knowledge of shelterees: Pre-knowledge of other shelterees can
have opposite effects upon the need for mobility, depending upon the nature
and extent of friendship or kinship. If shelter occupants are generally and
extensively acquainted with one another, the need for mobility is lessened.
However, if the population is composed of many smill cliques or family units,
the desirability of keeping such units togethe, may increase the need for
reassignment.

6. Pre-orqanization of shelterees: The jreater the number of shelters
who belong to one or several pre-existing organizations, the less the necessity
for extensive snelter :obility.
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V GROUPING RE COMMENDATIONS

Grouping recommendations are statements about group size and structure
that constitute the suggested solutions to the problem of organizing a
commuLi ty shelter into manageable population units.

In addition to specifying grouping principles, these recommendations
serve to resolve conflicting principles. The chapter on Grouping Princip!es
contains frequent instances where two principles clash in regard to a single
grouping dimension. For example, under specified conditions, the prir-iple
relating to emotional needs may call for small groups, while the principle
of management control may suggest larger groups. To resolve these dilemmas
wherever possible, the recommendations reflect an evaluation of the con-
flicting principles, and the conditions under which each grouping alternative
is ir closest harmony with the over-all goals of the shelter: the physical
survival and mental well-being of the population.

There are five parts to the Recommendations chapter. The first con-
sists of several statements that apply to all types of group:. Following
this is a series of recommendations about the Unit (the small shelter group
of between 7-12 persons, that is central to the satisfaction of shelteree
emotional needs). The third set of recommendations pertainsto the Section
(the medium sized activity-oriented group of betwen 40-60 people), The
fourth set of recommendations concrn the Division (the management grouping
level of between 200-?00 shelterees), Lastly, there are a few recommendations
about the Department, the giant, autonomous, administrative level found in
the large shelters.

The Unit is discussed first because the recommendations are presented in
the order of group size. In terms of importance, however, the Section is the
key community group, followed closely by the Division.
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('eern]a Ileco fli enitiolis

The following few recommendations apply to all levels of the community
group.

Shelter Configuration

The physical configuration of the shelter should be given strong consid-
eration in sub-grouping the population. The following recommendations apply
if there are a number of separate areas in a particular shelter:

I. The size of shelter groups, especially that of the Spctlon and
Division, should conform to the size of the available separate
areas. For example, if a shelter consists of many roo,_,, each
with a capacity of 60 persons, the size of the Section should be
60.

2. The group that is organized first should be the group that conforms
most closely to the size of the available separate areas. Using the
above example, it would be more reasonable to assign shelterees to

the Fection first and then combining Sections into Divisions. In-
itial assignment to Divisions is ineffective if the Divisions are
immediately divided into a number of physically separated 60-man
Sections.

3. Operational responsibility for community group activities should
be centered ir the group that conforms to the size of the separate
shelter areas, especially if these areas are non-contiguous. Still
using the above example, it would be difficult for a Division head
to supervise group activities taking place in four or five physically
separated Sections. If at all possible, the Section head (in this
example) should be assigned responsibility for group activities.

Pre-Organization of Shelterees

If a large proportion of the shelterees are members of one or several
pre-existing organizations, this organization should provide the basic pattern
for shelter group sizes and structure, assignment of leaders and members.
The pre-existing organization should be incorporated into shelter groups, to
the extent that the grouping patterns of the former are compatible with the
requirements for shelter survival.

Uniformity of Group Dimensions

Within each level of shelter grouping, uniformity in the size of sub-
groups is not a requirement, as long a groups are not disproportionately
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sized. Within each group, there should be as much uniformity as possible
in procedures dealing with assignment of leaders and shelterees, and sub-
group respons 'lities.
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The Unit

Size of the Unit

1. The recommended size range of the Unit Is arc.und 7-12.

2. The selection of the Unit size should be left to the discretion of
the Section leader, who can be guided by the following general
considerations:

a. The size of the Unit should tend toward the lower end of
the recommended range if more than one of the following
conditions exists:

(1) Small Section

(2) Trained Section leader

(3) If the Section contains heterogeneous elements which
could tend to group naturally in smaller Units.

b. The size of the Unit should tend toward the larger end of the
recommended -a,,: if more than one of the following conditions
prevail:

(I) Large Section
(2) Untrained Section leader
(3) Homogeneous population

3. Uniformity in the size of Units is of little importance as long as
Units remain within the recommended size range.

Structure of the Unit

I. All Units should have a leader.

2. Additlo.. ! formal organization within the Unit is not necessary; how-
ever, the Unit leader, at his discretion, may select an assistant
Unit head, or further subdivide his Unit.

Responsibilities of the Unit

I. The Unit leader is responsible for maintaining order and control
of his group.
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2. The Unit leader is responsible for carrying out those duties to which
the Section leader assigns him,

3. The Unlt leader conveys complaints and problems of individual shel-

terees to the Section leader.

4. The l1nit leader is responsTble for counseling, advising, and con-

soling individual shelterees.

Timing of Formation of the Unit

I. Units are formed after other groups have been established and per-
manent leaders appointed.

2. In very small shelters (50-100 people), when the Unit is the only
population grouping, the formation of Units may be delayed until after
initial operation, have been undertaken for the shelter at large,

Selection of Unit Leaders

1. Unit leaders should be elected by the members of the Unit.

2. Under the following conditions, the Unit head may be appointed by

shelter management:

a. If Unit members cannot be expected to elect a head, as in schools
where shelterees are mainly children.

b. If the shelter is small, and a number of experienced management

personnel are available.

Assignment of Shelteree- to the Unit

1. Shelterees should be assigned to Units on the basis of kinship, friend-

ship, and common interests.

2. Any informal grouping which occurs prior to Unit formation should be

utilized in the assignment of individuals to Units.

Reassignment of Shelterees to Units

Reassignment to Units is likely to be minimal, since they are formed late

and on the basis of more information than the other grouping levels.
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The Section

Size of Section

I. The recommended size range of the Section Is around 40-60.

2. The size of the Section should tend towards the lower end of the
recommended range if more than one of the following conditions pertain:

a. The shelter is small in size (200-400).

b. The Division is organized first and is srnal! in size.

c. Survival supplies and equipment are at a very low level.

d. The members who will compose the Section are very heterogeneous
in respect to age, sex, and social background.

e. There are few people who know each othet among the members of
the Section.

f. There are no trained or e,derienced management personnel to
place in the positions of Section heaus.

3. The size of the Section should tend towards the upper end of the
recommended range if more than one of the following conditions pertain:

a. The shelter is large in size (00 or more).

b. The Division *s organized first and is large in size.

c. Prospective Section members are largely homogeneous in regard
to age, sex and social background.

d. Section members -re acquainted, friendly with, or related to
each other.

e. There are sufficient trained or experienced personnel to fill
the positior-s of D;vision leaders.

4. It is not necessary to achieve uniformity in the size of Sections, so
long as they are not disproportionately sized.

5. If Section size has not been pre-arranged at the time of entry, It
should be determined by the Shelter Manager, or the Department head in
large shelters, before or upon initiation of coimunity grouping.
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Structure of the Section

1. The Section should be organized into Units. Within limits, the number
and size of the Units and the relationship between Units are at the
discretion of the Section leader, who should coordinate with the Divi-
sion leader.

2. The limit upon the number of Units in a Section Is normally -even.
However, under the following conditions, the number of Units in a
Section may be as high as ten.

a. Very small shelters (50-150 capacity).
b. Skelters with highly trained or experienced Section heads.

Responsibilities of the Section

I. The Section ;s always directly involved in carrying out community
group activities. Consequently, the Section head almost always has
direct operational supervision over his group. Operational supervi-
sion means that the Section head is responsible to his management su-
perlors for the performance of all members of the Section in community
group activities.

2. Under the following conditions, the Section head may also be vested
with management responsibility, which includes planning and coordina-
tion of operations.

a. The shelter is very smal! in size (no divisional level of
grouping).

b. The shelter consists of small, non-contiguous areas at a dis-
tance from each other.

c. The Section heads art hiqhly trained or experienced personnel.

3. Under other conditions, operational supervision may be shared between
Division and Section heads. This means that as far as the Shelter
Manager is concerned, the Dvision head is responsible for community
group activities, but within each Division, the activities are still
immediately supervised by Section heads.

a. The shelter is very large in size (1000 and over).

b. There are trai.,ed or experienced management personnel at the
Division level, but not at the Section level.

4. In addition to operational supervision, the Section head is respon-
sible to his superiors for the behavior and the well-being of all mem-
bers of his group.
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5. Typical operational responsibilities of the Section head include:

a. Insuring tha.t individual shelterees are provided with food,
water, and other necessary supplies; insuring that sleep
arrangements are made for all shelterees.

b. Maintaining sanitary standards in Section area,

c. Supervising Section members' participation in training and
educat ion.

d. Supervising Section members' participation in social and
recreational act ivi ties.

e. Su , ervising service activities, such as baby sitting, prac-
tical nursing for aged and infirm people.

f. Maintaining communication between management and the shelte-
ees, including feedback of iHformation on shelteree needs,
com-,plIa ints , etc., filling out, of registration formos.

g. Maintaining order among shelterees (although the Section
leader does not invoke penalties for rule violations. This is

normally tne duty Of the Di sion head or the Mianager).

h. Maintaining mental health' of shelterecs by coun,.eling (in

cases where Unit leaders cannot solve shelteree emootional
p roblIerrs).

Timing of Formoticni of the Section

1.Unde'r the fol ic.. i,-,c canc tions, sne1 l'erees are assigned to the Section
first, ald subsequently to other groups:

a. The shol ter is sr'ral I (trider 14 0 0)

b. Pre-selected managemient personnel are av.ailable at time of

entry to fill position of Section heidl.

C. The shel tcr conta,-n5 separate areas (roomns, floors) with a
capuici tv qj' h; ) the siz.e rainqc of the Section.

2. Under the followilng conditions, the Section and the Division are orqan-

Ized almost simultaneously:

a. The shelter is of medium, size (500-1000).

b. The shelter is of large size, but the-re are pre-selected

manaqeoient personnel avai lable os Section heads.
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Selection of aection Leaders

1. Sertion leaders should oe appointed by management. If they have not
been pre-selected, they shoulH be appointed by the Division leader,
prior to initiation of community grouping. Selection should be on
the basis of Division head's personal knowledge of Section leader or
on the basis of information in shelteree registration forms.

2. Section leaders should have some prevous experience in supervising
fairly large group; of people. Generaily speaking, males would be
desirable as Section heads. It may be assumed that a femnale group
leader would encounter resistance from certain population elements,
in carrying out Section leader responsibilities.

3. If Sections are made up largely of people iwith similar backqrounds, it
i s t ecorynended t hat a Sec t ion l eade r wi th charac ter is t ics s imi Ilar to
those of trie vast majority be appointed, when possible.

4. In small shelters, occ-upied by people who are largely friends and
acquaintances (e.g. a shelter in a garden apartment basement), Section
loaders m-ay be elected by the sheltereos.

5. If It is desi rable to appoi nt people i n charge oif Sections before reg-
i st r.)t i on f orm da ta can be process ed , and i n thfit abs ence of exper ienced
peoplIe known to shel ter rlanaqernent .te-!porairy Sect ion heads can h-e

selc cted by ask i no for ex(pe r enc ed nanajemnnt pcoplIe to volu nteer

The purpose of temporary Sec, i on head; is to qet sowme operat ionalI super-
vision in order to carry out I nitilal protect y e act ;-.-ns and she.- ter

operati On S.

Assignment of Shelterees to the Section

Ss SI qni e nt1 o f s helI ter ees t o hnc'tSo- t o n i s b y t inme ou t nt t into the

shelIter, tinles', here i a p11 rec-,,r r1 P. d asi or a ss :1 1 Vment

Reassgnment of Shelterees

R vas,, i qncit-met be(!Vt!;,e S ec ion'; s h d h ep er ri t ed wh en nvc e s s ar y

a., reun i te for I . andJ- los c tr ('i eo wnc a rc in ,i1C t or Sec t i on.

b . To p rev n t IndJI . I'd ua f r - , N7 n qo .ioIa t e, i t h in a)
S et r i on . For exa'-ipl e, if tnere ire one or tw'ol nJ person-,

n i Soclion Of hewS x .e ,cip5d ot ~onqer auis
:trav ,- e a~ al escnthe fo r-'er

C. To iaitain a tralainc, oft Ia~;; ', . t hr on ''roe t as many~ Sect ions
a s p os sIbl in o-der to ha'e tCi-1 fuLnctio sasuc f~aiI y
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The Division

The Division Is necessary for shelters having populations greater than
500, although It may sometimes be desirable for shelters of 300-400.

Size of the Division

I. The -ecommended size of the Division Is around 200-300.

2. The size of the Division should tend toward the lower end of the re.-
commended range, if more than one of the following conditions prevail:

a. No trained management at the Division level.
b. Small shelter population.

c. Survival supplies and equipment at a !ow level.

3. The si'e of the Division should tend toward the 6pper end of the recom-
mended range, if more than one of the following conditions occur:

a. The shelzer population is large (1000 or over).
b. Some trained Division leaders are available.

4. is not necessary to achieve uniformity in size of the Division, but
it Is desirable to keep inequalities at a minimum. Uniformity at this
level is more important than at the level of the Section.

5. If the Division size has not been prc-arrarged at the time of entry, it
should be determined by the Shelter Manager, or the Department leader,
upon initial organization of the Division.

Structure of rhe Division

1. The detailed structure of the Division is determined by shelter man-
agement staff or the Department staff.

2. The Division should be organized into Sections, which conform ir size
to those recommendations regarding Sections.

3. The number of Sections in a Division should be less than seven, prefer-
ably four to six.

4. The number of Sections should be fewer if the Division leader is un-

trained.
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5. The number of Sections may be., greater if the Dlvsion leader Is trained,
of if the Sections are smal er ( see Size of Section, p.60) dut to
heterogeneity of shelter population.

Responsibilities of the Division

1. Most or ;l, management responsibilitie- will be centered at the Division
level u Jer the following conditions:

a. Large shelters (1000 or over).
b. Divisions are located in non-contiguous L eas.
c. There is shift-eating and sleeping.
d. There is a low level of facilities.

2. Managerial responsibilities and operational supervis'on for the following
activities should be centered at the Division level.

a. Dispensing supplies to Sections (e.g. food and water).
b. Assignment of sleeping space.
c. Medical procedures (sick call).
d. Record taking and communication with core staff.
e. Invoking penalties for minor types of deviant behavior.
f. Training and education of shelterees.

Timing of Formation of the Division

1. Under the following conditions, shelterees are assigned initially to
the Division:

a. The shelter is large.

b. The shelter contains physically separate areas of a capacity
within the size range of the Division.

c. There exists trained management down to the level of Division
only.

2. Fo. further information on this topic, see Section.

Selection of Division Leaders

I. Division leaders should be appointed by management, prior to initiation
of group formation.

2. Appointment of Division leaders should be done on the basis of a pre-
knowledge of the quailifications of the ind;lidual. If management has no
prior information about the shelterees, temporary Division leaders may
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be selected from available technical staff members who do not have
Immediate responsibilities (such as radiation monitoring), Permanent

leaders then may be chosen on the basis of Information from registration
forms, plus brief Interviews with the likely cahdidates.

3. If no core staff Is available and leaders have not been pre-selected,

temporary leaders should be selected from early entrants and permanent
leaders chosen later as above.

4. Division leaders should be males who have some previous experience in

supervising large numbers of people. If trained or experienced females
are in a shelter, they certain;y should be given management responsi-
bilities. However, in maoy shelters, authority vested in a male will
probably be accepted more readily than in a female.

Assignment of Shelterees to the Division

1. Assignment of shelterees to the Division shoLvid be on the basis of

time of entry to shelter, unless pre-organization provides a basis for

assignment.

2. Reassignment to other Divisions should only take place if it Is necessary

to re-unite families, to provide a more equal distribution of the popu-
lation to shelter areas, or to distribute skilled persons throughout
the shelter.
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The Department

This grouping level will be necessary for shelters having populations
exceeding 3000. It may also be desirable for populations of between
2000 and 3000. It provides another management level, and is, therefore,
chiefly of benefit to core management. The term ''department' usually
refers to a large segment of an organization 4ith a special set of func-
tions. However, in a community shelter, all departments will have similar
functions. The term 'department' has been selected because of its conno-
tations of size and complexity; no connotation of specialization is irtended.

Size of the Group

The recommended size range of this level is around 1000-1500.

Structure of the Group

Assistants to the Department head should be formally appointed, setting
up. in effect, a core staff for this level. This means that the number of
Divisions in such a level can be relatively large, and Divisions can be
smaller than would be the case if there were a single leader for the level.

Responsibilities of the Group

The Department head will exercise command/control over ail Divisions
and Sections within his Department. In many cases, Departments will function
with almost complete autonomy. This is especially likely where shelter areas
are non-contiguous.

Selection of Group Leaders

1i at all possible, Department heads should be selected prior to shelter
occupancy, and provided with the same training as a Shelter Manager would
receive. In the event that pre-selected Department heads are not available,
they will have to be carefully chosen by the Manager, fro,- the incoming
population, using the same procedures that apply to the in-shelter selection
of Division heads.
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VII. APPLICATION OF

GROUPING RECOMMENDATIONS
TO SELECTED SHELTER SYSTEMS

In the two previous chapters, grouping principles and recoriendations
were discussed In a fragmented mariner. In the Principles chapter, group
dimensions were discussed singly, while in the iRecoinmendatlons chapter,
each type of shelter group was dealt with separately. The approach to
principles and recommendations did not attempt to scrutinize multiple
grouping dimensions simultaneously, play them against a plurality of shelter
variables, and emerge with "trade-off' recommendations. That Is the task
of the chapter that follows.

In this portion of the research, a number of hypothetical, but not
unre.,lstic, shelter systems are described; recommendations for group size,
structure, etc., are generated for each system, follo ed by a comentary on
the reasoning underlying the grouping, including alternative approaches to
organi zati on.
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Organization of

Corn niunity Groups in i tO0-Person Shelter

1. Standard Organization

hyothesized Shelter Condition: Most shelterees are adults, from the same
work organizt;on and of similar social backgrounds; the shelter has ade-
quate survival supplies in shelter.

Orqanization Chart:

Sh. Mgr.

Number of Manaqement Levels: Two

Number and Size of Groups: Ten units of ten eachI

Center of Group Resonsibility: Most daily activities will be carried out
on shelter-wide basi. Some, such as recreational or other social activities
may be organized aboet the Unit.

Timin.!of Grop Formation: Cuecause only one type of group exists, there is
no question of which group to assign shelterees to first. Also, in a shelter
such a this one, formal grouping into Units can be delayed if necessary. The

,sheiter is small envqh for immediate protective actions to be implemented

it should be clear t>iat there is no survival value in exactly matching the

recommended numoiers for each group in an actual shelter situation. Actual
she)ter gr -- s will vary in size, regardless of how hard the Manager may try

to round Lhem off evenly, The numbers in these examples are norms, which re-
flect primarily, our guidance principles, and -econdarily, our penchant for
correct ari thtet ic.
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on a shelter-wide basis, during which time the entire shelter functions as
a single group.

S cction of Leaders: Unit leaders 'ill probably be elected by mcmbers of
each Unit. If there are experienced management personnel In-shelter (al-
though not CD trained), the Manager may decide to assign Unit leaders.

Assignment -i Shelterees to Groups: Groups will be most likely based on pre-

knowledge or common interests. However, if shelterees do not group together
naturally, the Manager may either ask them to form into Units, or perhaps
assign them to uoits from the information on their shelter registration cards.

Shelt-tree Mobility: In such a small shelter, this will probably not be too
high or much of a problem.

Discussion: This is the simplest form of shelter organization. In a shel-
ter of 100 or so inhabitants, the number and size of each Unit is quite
flexible. The basic community group will be the shelter as a whole with
most operations and activities carried out on a shelter-wide basis by direct.
comnrunitcations from the Manager to all shelterees. Within limits, there-
fore, the number of Units and size of each is almost irrelevant to effective
command/control. "Within limits" means that one would not recommend 25
groups or four persons each or two groups of 50 persons each. In this shel-
ter, the specific number and size cl Units could be determined by:

(1) the natural pre-shelter grouping of the population,

(2) the configuration of the shelter, if many separate areas are
available.

2. Alternative Organization

FHypothesized Shelter Conditions: Under a set of adverse shelter co, jitions,

such as very limited urvival supplies, an a heterogeneous pop rtion mix
of ages, sex, and social background, and an absence of family or acquain-
tances, a different organization of the 100-person shelter may be considered.
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Organization Chart-

Sh. Mar.

50 50

Number of Management Levels: Three

Size of Group: 2 Sections of 50 each. 10 Units of 10 each.

Center of Group Responsibility: Responsibilities will be divided between the

Section and the SheIter Manager.

Timing of Group Formation: Shelterees should be organized first into Sections,

then subdivided into Units as scon after entry as possible.

Selection of Leaders: Section leaders will be selected by management. In

this shelter system, several trained leaders should be available as Section
leaders. Because of population heterogeneity, there may be no early agree-
nent on elected Unit leaders. In such cases, they may be selected by the

Sectioi leaders on the basis of information in the registration frems.

Assiqnment of Shelterees to Groups2 : Given the population characteristics of

this shelter, initial assignment may reasonably be based on entry. ThIs may
be subsequently modified by conmon interests, a3 expressed in te registration
forms.

She lteree Mobil ity: Under the condit ons specified, mobility will probably
b high. It would be beneficial to match members of the U it in terms of
comrKon interest.
'Note: This is not a recommendtion for racially or ethnically segregated
Ut tit The only generaIi abe Icasis for acceptable ,,gregation is sex, and
p)os ,ibIly aqe. If there are only a few women in a shelter, iL may be desir-
able to qroup them in a Urn it unto themelvve;. iowever, before establishing
a procedure, it would be advisable to check with the women.
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Discussion: Because of the heterogeneity of the population and the limited
supplies, this 100 person shelter was organized on three levels. These two

con~itions imply that the Manager will face numerous problems in directing
the shelter; consequently, close control over individual shelterees will be
desirable. To accomplish such control, the Manager should delegate responsi-
bilities directly to the Section heads.

The principle of group size suggests that, the poorer shelter conditions
are, the smaller groups should be. Given the conditions of this shelter, it
is not inconceivable, although it may be highly academic, to suggest, as a
form of organization:

Sh. Mgr.

As stated above, in a 100-person shelter, the size of the Unit is not
a critical grouping factor, if it remains within the 7-12 range.



Organization of
C,.;n mun ity GroupI)s in a 300-Person Shelter

1. Standard Organization

Hypothesized Shelter Conditions: The shelter characteristics are as follows:
Shelter occupants from same neighborhood, of similar social background,
with not too many children or aged persons; some trained management; .dequate
survival stocks. The shelter consists of a single basement floor.

Organization Chart:

A

Sh. Myr, Sh. ?igr.

±E1 Lj Lr -T

Number of Manaqemoent Lcvels: Three

NJurmber and Size of Groups: System A: 5 Sect;ons with 60 each
25 Units with 12 each

Syste,. : ( Scctioes with 50 each
30 Sections with 10 each

Center uf Group iu'.pon';ib i ities: In both variations of the standard organ-
ization, qroup reoponsibi ities will ustly be associated with the Section
level.

Timing of Group Forratioei The qroup of initial assigqnrent in both shelter
variations ;uld ulo ne the Section.

ci ct on of l. ' Sect on heads wi 11 be selected by manaqerment from
ar)Jng trained or experienced p-r'onnel. The characteristics of the popula-
tion in thi shelter indicates that Unit elections , ' th" best r'othod for
selectinq Unit htads.



Assignment of Shelterees to Groups: Pre-knowledge or common Interest would

likely be the major determinant in assigning the re't!vely homogeneous
population to Units and possibly even to Sections.

Shelteree Mobility: Under these circumsta ... s, the movement of shelterees
from group to group is likely to be neither a necessity nor a problem,

Discussion: Shelter syscem 3 A and 3 B are only slightiy different, standard
grouping approaches to the 300.-person shelter under non-extreme conditions.

The oistinct'on between the two systems ]les in the size of the Sections
and Units, with the chief outcome that the Shelter Manager has an additional
Section head with whom to interact in the b x 50 sheiter. Actually, there
is little difference between the two systems.

2. Alternative Organization

Hypothesized Shelter Conditons: Shelter occupants are largely strangers
of nixed backgrounds, including a number of children; mi;,imum amount of
equipr_nt and supplies; few trained or experienced nanagement personnel and
a long shelter stay forecast. Shelter consist, of several distinct but
contiguous areas.

Organization Chart:

S h. Mqgr.

7, .....E7J
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Number of Management Levels: Four

Size ofGrO2s: 2 Divisions of 150 each
4 Sections of 40Q each
4 Sections of 35 each
20 Units of 8 each
20 Units of 7 each

Center of Group Responsibilities: Activities w1l1 be divided between the
Division and the Section.

Tirni of Group For. J-tioi: Either the Division can be formed first and then
subdivided, or Sctions forme -d first and combined.

Selection o" Leaders.: Division and Section leaders, will be selected by the
t anc, r Iro; i tra ined or expe rien ced people. Unit leaders will be elected by

Unit riebers: howi-ver, c incc- all shcl terees are unacq,,ainted, the Mariger

rma y dj:,c i do tdselect Unit leaders fror.m regi strat ion form jati1.

assi .... ~ce~ree: 1Ktial assiqimont will probably be on the basis
0of C, t ry aI -.c if i d I i ~er to a ch ie ve t he r-)s t hornog-neoou s g ro up in g o f

Shelter~ ~~~~~ i 1 C iprani( i ic y be high as the ini tial
cr ni i n a t cn j K), icte r on the ba sis ot comlnon interrests.,

a., Thow~l1.o, u ~ .r r i r tny rq:;tIrori7 ,Silte rees at, tey

sCGuw' In Oi e'1 1 i '-,1 1 app roach c roup ing a ,he I le r of
COeA I' i. n,, In th i! i:so. thc( s 'ceof al I groups is rather

fo r ,rlalk a .;rt (o irue .i ~ .'mre and to ,x i -e the
01Jri ~ ~ ~ O tL .t' '' i fi-'(k Al ihouk~h thi v..' stence of

!several I ' -,, ar .i ar o, (I- .p c i i iv, I ck-,i tions,) was an i mpor-

tan .t c'): rIwrr 'i "c* n),op 0 v' I 1o of i%)0 ,th is dec I on coulId
a i a ave o vn t O~i (;i.''a'i n Ce npc c I tior p ."'J" the population

charac te rOeJ ~j~2 O'2c' I 01 t . iteso t



Orgailiz)ntion of

Corn nitun ity (ivioI ps a1 i 800-Person Shelter'

1. Standard Organization

HypothesizeJ Shelter Conditions: No extreme conditiors prevail.

..anijzation Chart:

KSh. Mgr i
L1i

l7

Number of ,Mnaqement Leves: Four

e nd Size f gX 4 Divisions with 200 each
15 Sections with 50 eoch
80 Units with 10 each

Center of Group Responsibilities: Activities will largely be carried out

at the Section level, with a few activities organized around the ODvision.

Time of Croup Formation: Ideally, the Section should be the group to which

shelterees are initia!ly assigned. However, if there are trained or exper-

ienced management personiel in the positions of Division leader, but not
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enough trained or experienced Section heads, the shelterees may first be

assigned to the Division and then to Sections and Units.

Selection of Leaders: Division heads will be selected by Shelter Manager

on basis of training or experience. Section heads will be selected by
Division leaders in similar fashion. Unit heads should be elected by shel-

terees.

Assignment of Shelterees to Groups: If shelterees are initially assigned
to the Division it is likely that th*s will be done on the basis of entry

or soane form of pre-assignment. Sections will then be formed either by

pre-assignment or s 9-grouping of the Division into equal-sized Sections.
The Unit will most frequently be organized around pre-knowledge or comron
interests. If shelterees are assigned to a Section first, then a Division

will be formed s a combination of Sections. Assignment to the Unit should

remain unchanqed.

Sheiteree t'ob'litv: In an S0-Derson and larger shelter, regrouping may be

necessary, especially if tne initiai organization was based on entry. To
maintain over-all control of the shelter, however, mob;]*ty should be

strictly supervised by management.

Discussion: This seems to be the most natural form of grouping or an 800-

person shelter, under a wide range of conditions. The 800-person shelter
exhibits some dramatic command/control distinctions from the 100- and 300-

size shelter. In the 100-person shelter, and to a degree, in the 300-person

shelter, the Manager can be aware of much of what is happening in this

facility. In the 800-person shelter, this is patently impossibie. Delegation

of authority to intervening management levels is an absolute necessity if

activities and operations are to be carried out on a planned and superviked

basis.

From the shelteree point of view, too, the 800-person shelter is differ-

ent from tie smaller ones previously discussed. In the smaller shelters, and

especially in the 100-person one, it is easy for shelterees to perceive the
shelter as a single group, and as such, identify with it, The chances of

this occurring in an 800-person shelter are slim. Shelterees will identify
with sub-groups of a shelter system, and will tend to look for leadership

to the sub-group leaders (Division and Section heads). In large shelters

the Shelter Manager and his immediate staff will be more and more occupied
with the problems of over-all direction and coordination of the shelter. As

a result, the role of the Division and Section leader become paramount in
directing community group activities.
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2. Alternative Organization

Hypothesized Shelter Conditions: The following conditions may require an

alternative organization: heterorneous population mix, few acquaintances

and families, minimal survival stocks, more than one physically separate

shelter area, and few trained or experienced personnel.

Organization Chart:

Sh. M ]r.

L

Number of Management L, 21s: Four

Number and Size of Groups: 5 Divisions with 160 each

20 Sections with 40 each
100 Units with 8 each

Center of Group Responsibilities: Activities will be divided between the

Division and the Section, although more activities will probably be carried

out at Division level than under standard organization.

Other grouping dimensions will be essentially unchanged from standard

organization.

Discussion: The alternative organization of an 800-person shelter does not

differ radically from that of the standard organization. The major difference
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will be one additional division with smaller groupings. By itself, this
difference would not warrant discussion of an alternative organization.
However, the small distinctions between the two structures do point out

a central dilemma in the sub-grouping of large shelters--the conflicting
demands imposed by the psychological and management functions of community
groups. From the standpoint of shelteree emotional needs, community groups,
especially at the Unit level and to some extent the Section, should be
small and the number of management levels at a minimum. To the contrary,
grouping criteria for effective over-all management control leads to the
establishment of larger groups and more management levels. This di lemtna
may not arise at the 100- and 300-person shelter, but it does become an
increasing, organizational problem as the shelter increases in size. This
organizational dilena is m e more acute where the shelter has only a
minimum level of shelter supplies.

In the alternative organization, illustrated above, the solution is
in the direction of the psychological function--smaller sized groups, with
the anticipated results of, hopefully, more cohesive groups and greater
shelteree motivation. Some of the important considerations that would
dictat(C such a choice are: (1) population heterogeneity (mixed ages and
social ackrcunds), (2) lack of pre-know'ledqe among shelterees, (3) the
shelter configuration--in this case perhaps, five separate shelter areas,
each of which can house a Division, and (4) adequate number of trained or
cxpcrieunced personnel to take over ai groups at the Section and Division
leveis.

Under another set of conditions, there is a second alternative approach
to an 800-person shelter grouping which stresses the management function.

727 I/] [ 1
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In this case, the psychological function becomts secondary to the
management. The conditions which might make such an organization structure
desirable include: an extremely homogeneous population, one where most
people know each other, or a shelter configuration wth three large separate
areas with very well trained or highly experienced management personnel to
occupy the positions of Division heads.
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Inraizkltiofl of

Community .(lrou in~ a 1500-f -rsoilS ele

1. Standard Organization

Hypothesized Shelter Conditons: No extreme conditions prevail.

Orgqanization Chart:

Sh. Mgr.

Nuniho'r of Mon r-Ien(nt Levels: Four

Number aind Size ol, Grouj~. i Dj vi on', oit 30 va Rh
21_ Sections of 60 ea h

12) Urnits of 12 each

Center of Grimp 1,-o'iH t n~ur yac v n Ii lrqely ht'
ijrdrtri iat the Set tio wee i th srnr( at the Di vi sion level.

Tj Lrqot G 'roupj Fri!.a tion: Division% 'iad Sec tion% s soulId he formed almnost
S mu oI t io' 'soon af~c enltry as PiShe Uni t- k.-an be formed af ter

nit aI ltt'r oper a1 or', hwc~ lhrer kunulitikia.
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Selection of Leaders: Division heads and Section heads will be appointed
by top shelter management on the basis of experience or training. Unit
heads should be elected by men,'ers of the Units.

Assignment of Shelterees to Groups.: Using entry as the criterion, assignment
should be made to the Division and Section almost simultaneously. Subsequent
assignment to the 'Unit can be on the basis of common interest or friends
and families if they are in the shelter.

Shelteree Mobility: As in the 800-person shelter, the need tur mobility to
unite families and friends and optimize Unit grouping will be great, but
this mo!llity should be tightly regulattd by shelter management.

iscussion: In a shelter of 1500 people a great many formal grouIps will be
needed no matter what organizational structure is adopted. In this example,
there will be 155 groups. Because of the different nature of the Unit, it
is, perhaps, not reasonable to include thE Units in the total. If the Unitts
are excluded, 30 Sections and Divisions remain which require competent
leaders. Unless the shelter is part of a pre-existing organization that
will provide its own leadership in a disaster, finding this number of experi-

enced people can be quite a task.

In addition to the di lemma of psychological versus mai'igcment needs in

regard to group size, which has already been discussed, ianother problem of
shelt!er organi zat ion is the di leirrna between the opcrat ional and mana(4ement
functions of cominiuni ty qroups. As the shel ter populat ion i ncreases , th"

complexi ty of group aictivi ties also increa-,SeS. It is, the ref orev, desi1 r~anle
to have closer supervision over qroup ictivi ties. To maximize the (Kmn e
for di rect operational suev inthe groUI) thiat carri el. out an aJ t i It ,

(f or xiiriiplec, eats toget her or Ita i u t ogle he r) shoLI I d be, kep t s rij I ( S', t 1 0

s ize) . lwever , from the over-al imanagev~out cont rol po0 nt of v, ew, cr d in -
atinq 2 ) Sections in a1 Shel ter si tuation car. iuc in orduoc, and cocmpl I i ed
task. One al ternatiye is to lift the lv vel of t he ope rot Ionia g roup t r om
the Sect ion to the Divi sion, wi th the Di i s Ion, heald d I r'c( liv r es pon' b 1e fur

the i mp I enen t at i of the activit, i t hi c1S(a, e., t InL I d mnean iLC OW p ec
comipIe t i ng an act v i t y a s a q roup. S in ce onlIy f Iv e qgrou ps ( Di vI,i sins) haive
to be taken i nito acrvount by top level mairirgefrien t , t he coo r di nat o -n p rob Ilem
woulId he sr i p I i f i ed ho-weve r , d: rec t opecr a t o- I u1) uel i Si s1on vvou I d be qu i (e

a bit more difficult, Both al t ernat 1vec- ha,, , (r wb 1;(ks , wh; ( h woulId c !t to
inrc reas e t he comtp iex i t y of cortiu ni t y q rouip ac t i vi t ics.

The resolution to this di lficrnoa Should b12 based Upon a number of factors
nclu~d ing: pr c-know Iedqe arnd p re-oi giaul zai on of she It erees. I n t hr presence

of a high degree of either, the probatilIi ty of SUCCeSSfully Crlarqcinig the
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operational group Is Increased. The question of trained management also
should be considered. If there are highly trained and competent people to
occupy the positions of Division heads, it is more likely that the operational,
group can be increased in size. Also, the presence of Division size barriers
in a shelter (separate rooms, floors, room dividers) will tend to aid the
group enlargement.

2. Alternative Organization

Hypothesized Shelter Conditions: A shelter with multi-stories or a single
level with many large rooms or areas.

Oreanization Chart:

Igo

47 47 48 4V 89 F5 4

Number of Hanaqement Levels: Five

Number and Size of Grouos: Z Dpartments with 750 each
6 Divisions with 190 each
2 Divisions with 180 each
12 Sections with 47 each
12 Sections with 48 each
8 Sections with 45 each

100 Units of 9 each
60 Units of 10 each
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Other grouping dimensions will be essentially unchanged from standard
organ izat ior.

Discussion: This variation on the structure of a 1500-person shelter repre-
sents an extreme of grouping. It is composed of 202 groups, of which 4~2
are at the level of Section or higher. This is the organization that wo id
likely result if the sole criterioi for subdividing the population was the
emotional needs of the shelterees--i rather implausible case. As ku-realistic
as this organizational structure appears, it may however be the grouping
pattern of choice under several not unlikely sets of conditions. For example,
if a single shelter facility consists of 9 or 10 fioiors in the core of an
office building, or the same number of 'ar.-e physically separated areas in
two sub-basements, the alternative organization, outlined abe~e, may be the
best approach to community groupingj.

This example focuses on one o" the m1nplicit tenets Of ne entire study.

It is that the organization of the shelter poriu~ation into commr~unity groups
cannot he accomplished simply b/ reference to sam,,lc organization charts in

a guidebook. To be sure, general ized qu(i dance can be of great value but
ul timatel y, Optiu IMMpopuL at ion group:n rm. ~ ust be Cletermi necd by the characteri s-
tics of each shelter svste'-m. ',,hit are oerfect 1 v arnele oopul at ion uni ts
in one shel ter, might be i nef fect ive in arotlhr shel ter of the samo Lapaci ty.
The q roup inq pr i ic ip1 os and r(Con-,cnat on ~resen Cam t hi s report may be
nelpful as evaluat ion aids, tut niot a orrmulas, F(orT SOl\ I Pq t he -anaq nl)
group size probemm For inst ce, the fol Io<, riq \vcvoia on on t he 150-p erson
she iter orqani zat i on viol a!te-s several of he pr i nc I p e S t-1 0j oS 1rm ;' ,e yet

itmi ght be very reasonablie In o sh'i, 1 or c(--po sed I arqm9! y, ol peopl e who ha\v
known each other for a long per iod of t me, (e.g q., a sel ter inr a i arge niureb)

Sn. Mujr .
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Organ ization of
Comnmunity Groups In a 5000-Person Shelter

-

1. Standard Organization

Organization Chart:

1.5 201250 1250

250 250 [250 50 25

S50 50 50F5

Number of Management Levels: Five

Number and Size of Groups: 4 Departments of 1250 each
20 Divisions of 250 each

100 Sections of 50 each
500 Units of 10 each

Center of Group Responsibilities: Commnunity group activities will largely
be organized around the Division.

Timing of Group Formation: The Division should be the group that is Initially
organized and to which shelterees are assigned upon entry.
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Selection of Leaders: Fou~rth le vel and Division leaders ~h 1,d be appointed
by top level management. Secton le!aders 5hould generally be selected by
the Dieision head, and Unit ieaders elected by shelterees.

Assignment of %helterees to Groups: Initia! assignment to be on the oaiis
of entry. Subsequent reassignment within Units and perhaps Sertons to
reunite families, etc.

Shelteree Mobility: In uch a shelter, it can be assumed that friends and
relatives will be separated upon entry or prior to it. In order to reunite
separated kinship and friendship groups, miobil ty will have to be quite high.

Discussion: In oruer to think about a standard organization of shelter
community groups, one must have in the background an image of a standard
shelter system, or several such systems, to which the grouping applies. It
is, therefore, easier, to suggest a generalized grouping arrangemient for a
shelter or 100 persons than for a shelter of 5000. Fur one reason, the
physicai dimensions and configuration of 00-person shelters have less
significant variability thc: those of 5000 capacity shelter-. Secondly,
100 persons have been studied in Simulated shelter situations. there hav e
been no such experiments with much larger groups.

The most reasonabu apinroach LO achieve manageable qro--u[s In a COO
or larqer shelter is to col-,ider the Department as a s(.bshel ter. F rom t h.e

standpin ofcmuiy r p 5000-Person shel ter is - n r ca 't t hr ee
four, or fl ve in d ep e)de rt %y t em 1s e c h o rq an Z e d alIong) t he l i ries of a
1500-person shelter (Ie -Vious eXa)Mple).

The stnidor~.l 17ation (diescribed above.) merelty i I I .I rate Ione
of te , po*e i v v .av's of r ru t ki r i q onmu r) y qir (- ps n r a )000-per son
s helIte(,r. The 1 Ua] ortio') z') onl st1ruct u re t ha t Is dceeloped f or i a ar t I -I

a ar s he I c or of !t s Size depends I arqvl Y on the she t er corcf i qur,it I on, the
ava bI ty of t vji fled m3~e~etand thte presence or absence oif a pre-

ext St Ing organ, -,it ikn.
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VIII. EVALUATION

I
This cmapter is concerned with evaluation in three different ways.

First is evaluation of the appropriateness of groping principles and
recommendations as presented in this report. Second Is evaluation in
the sense of identifying the constraints under which the-study was con-
ducted and the limitations these Imposed on the firmness and -recision
of results. Third is evaluation In the sense of selecting out of the
multitude of researchable problems relating to manageable group sizes
those which, on the basis of experience from this study, seem most
immediately fruitful for investigation.

Evaluation of Grouping Principles and Recommendations

Grouping principles and recommendations were evaluated In two ways.
First, a draft version of the report was reviewed by personnel of the
Office of Civil Defense and several consultants to the project. Second,
eight members of the American Institute for Research staff who were
experienced in civil defense research used a series of rating scales to
determine whether their Independent selectLon of grouping alternatives
would match those alternatives selected by the project staff on the basis
of literature review and analysis of the problem.

Reviews and ratings generally supported the principles and recommen-
dations formulated by the project staff. In those relatively minor in-
stances where there appeared to be a conflict, they were generally recon-
ciled by a clearer and expanded statement of principle or recommendation.

Limitations of the Study

The major constraint upon the study described in this report was the
lack of several types of crucial theoretical and empirical Information.
One type of missing data pertains to the shelter system. Although habita-
bility studies have contributed a wealth of Information about shelter
living, there are still numerous aspects of the shelter system, largely
those of a non-physiological nature, about which there exist no "hard"
data, and even very few impressionistic hypotheses.

The unavailability of detailed Information about the shelter system was
the basic reason for the lack of success in applying the several grouping
models that were developed during the project.

The second data gap Is In the area of grouping dimensions, especially
group size. The behavioral science literature has produced little in the
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way of empirical data or teoretic.al r s ion -elvant oorso
on the subject of large groups in general , a~nd e'.en less -jn groups under
disaster conditions. it was our hope to discover what we call grouping
principles, in the behavioral sciences litera~ture, or at lesst to find
t.herein empi rical evidence uponl whi ch to constiOCt such prin~ciples.
Neither the principles nor the data were fncrthcorni nq, Consequently,
much iarger portion of project time than ititended was spent ;n dleriving-

*grouping principle5 f:'on -the aval able source materials that lent them-
selves to reasonable inftarences about shelter greuping.

Suggestions for further Research

As a resuit -_F this study, the project personnel feei that further
* ~research is needed, to serve two main purposes: (I ognrt yoheses

about grouping that are relevant to the shelter systemn :!nd. (2.) to verify
grouping hypotheses through- einpiricali Hvestio, tion ofgrpsueraid
v ariet,' of experimentai corid:! ons. What follows are some general and
specific suggestiolns for fut~ure --asearch that have emer-ged from the present
S t Udy.

1. Research onthe "m-edium QnrOLM' The literature abounds with in.-
vestigations of a!"( co~ceiv;eble aspects of the s.r!afl Igqroup (under 15* in
size) , but very li ttle is known about meed-'un group dynamics (groups of 20-70
in size). S' ecifically, there is no empirical evidence on such question-,
as: (a) the rMO~t effective- Way to subdivide a qroup of 5.0, ("11 how, leader-
ship emerges in a grcup of ti-iis size, (c) the comDarative effectiveness of
different types of ieaders~iip, (d) the effects of mixud versus hom-ogeneous
populations on achieve iert of 9rcup goals, and (e) the length of timle it
takes to establish 6 cohesive a-oup of 50_, persons.

2. Group _MLnder 5tress. Whii there is much descriptive material
available on human behavior under stress, there is very little empirical
d: ta on the effects of anxiety, "car, daprivaition upon the groupingpeo
menon. The conditions under which stress unifies and strengethens groupis,
and under which it divides and weakens them have not been systematically
studied.

3. Resedrch on 5bhelter groupin2. In additin!' to the basic researzh
described above there is a great need for empirical investigaflon of the-
special requirements and characteristics of' a shelter system, in regard to0
population groupir.. This includes, examining the impact upon different
forms of groupings of such variables as:

(a) overcrowding
Nb shelter leadership (trained, emergent, competing)
(c) population characteristics, especially children
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(d) physical layout of the shelter
(e) length of stay In shelter
(f) lack of comunicatlon, or transmission of inaccurate Information
(g) planned activities
(h) noise, Illumination, atmosphere and temperature conditions
(I) emotional illness

4. Research on non-empirical simulation of shelter systems. It should
be clear that there are many facets of the shelter system that are not
amenable to empirical investigation. For example, It is highly unlikely
..hat there will ever be habitability data about a shelter of 5000 people.

Non-empirica! sinulation, taking such forms as mathematical models,
systeis analysis, computer simulation will be a source of valuable in-
fo;-ition that could not otherwise be attained. Further work is necessary
to devlop and improve such models, and to provide the required data base,
without whfch simulation cannot meet success.
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1. A TENTATIVE MODEL
FOR ANALYSIS OF OPTIMAL

POPULATION UNITS IN LARGE SHELTERS

Rationale for Model

The problem is to develop a model which will perrmit the generation of
meaningful, testable, predictions as to optimal sub-grouping In large shelters.

Such a model should provide for consideration of a comprehensive range of
shelter functions and conditions, or "function - condition" combinations,
having varying degrees of criticality and likelihood of occurrence. It is
considered desirable to attempt the development of a model possessing a
reasonable degree of quantification. The lack of large quantities of rele-
vant precise numerical data, and the difficulties Inherent in obtaining such
data, suggest that attempts to develop a highly sophisticated mathematical
model would, at this time, be premature. However, a model "sufficiently
mathematical" to aid the symbolic processing of available data (obtained
and extrapolated) in a systematic and logical manner would be highly desirable.

The following model represents an initial attempt in the desired
direction. It Is only a tentative framework Illustrating one possible point
of departure. Other approaches will be considered in the course of the
present study. If It should be considered desirable to pursue the present

approach, it Is anticipated that considerable elaboration and ifinement
would be Involved.

Basic Assumptions and Limitations

I. Shelter functions, i.e., activities which must (or should be)
carried out in the shelter, will be treated not in isolation
but rather In context of the situations or conditions under
which they may have to be carried out. Hence, the term "function"
will actually imply a "function - condition" combination or

Interaction.
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2. It is assumed that varying the size of the sub-group may

Inl affect a given function In at least three ways:

a. Increase (or decrease) the effectiveness with which the

function can be met.

b. Decrease (or increase) the criticality (consequences) of

the function.

c. Decrease (or increase) the probability or likelihood of

occurrence of the function - condition.

3. It is assumed, at least for some functions, that Judgments can

be made as to the direction and relative magnitude of such effects

as noted in (2) above.

4. For purposes of simplification, it is further assumed that these

judgments (Cf. 3 above) can be expressed as simple linear relations

or, in extreme cases, as sets of two or three simple linear

relations.

Definition of Terms

i-n
V

(1) E - I-) e1/clp.

Where: E - Estimated effectiveness of shelter operation with
respect to all N functions (function - conditions)
where these functions have been weighted in terms
of criticality and probability of occurrence.

N - Total number of shelter functions (function - condition
interactions).

e.i - Estimated effectiveness of shelter operation with
respect to the ith function--J0 Z ei z1].

c. - Estimated criticality of ith function--[0; ci Z 11.

- Estimgted probability, or likelihood of occurrence,
I of it function (function - condition).
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| e.
e^ , Estimated effectiveness of sheltere . ---p. operation with respect to the ith

Ifunction where this function has been
we.ghted in terms of criticality and
prohqability of occurrence.

(2) e. m.X + k. (Effectiveness)
I I I

c. '. a.X + b. (Criticality)

p i u.X + vi (Probability)

Note: Curvilinear relations will be expressed as sets of 2 or 3
linear relations.

',ihere: X - Size of unit or sub-group

mi. al, u = Slope constants (empirical/arbitrary)

k., bi, v i = Intercept constants (empirical/arbitrary)

e,, c., p. = As defined above.

(3) ip. a.u.X1 * . b. u.) X + bv.II !I I I

e, C CC . )1X t- U. X b.,) X + b V

L L _j

/X-n-

C1(5) E . V '. I , -

C C

n "I
L . .. . . . . . . . . . . . --

, , fl

... . .t- .. .. ~ 1 " . .. .. ... . .



Cipabilities of the Proposed Model

The Present model provides a rrethod for comptjtr9:

I . The size, X, of po-Duiation unit (sub-group) which is optirnai in

the~ sense of maximizing the estmated effectivenesz-3 of sneirer

operation wk-h res-Pect to ary give functior (f.inction - condi'-on)

when this function has been wtignted *-n terms -of crit~cailty and

probability of O~CC'rrence.

2. The size, X of population unit (sub.-groip w.hich is opti.-na; in

the sense of maximizing the effectiveness of sheltei, operation with

respect to all functions (fu:",CtiOn- - cainditions) when these func-

tions have been weighted ip terms of critic .ity and probability

of occurrence.

3. The size, X of population ur~it fsob-group) Wkih is OptimEai in~ the

ser. , of m:xii~rizin the effectivenesI, of shelter operatfon wi th

respect to ay _qv en sub-;-,P of functions (fIunction - conditcos)

when thesce functions have been weightnd in terms of criticality

and probability of occurroce.

Mech~jnis of Computing Optimal Sizes

1. To compute the ciptimal size, X, of po-pulation unit with respect

to a mien function, e.g., th'e I th fun~ction - condition:

a. Take the first deriv;-itive, usiriS stal-;Gard calculus technicues,

cf the : ppropriace weiqght-ed effectier-ts- value:

SdX uX

F m. X k.]
aI- - 2 1--

Z) du. xt- (a. v. + b,u.)X + by ]
- I I . I - i .

d x



II !r x

rr 2
SX + k 2auX+a.v.u. + + b

U L i i+ I bivi
1 a - 2

au + (a.v.+ b.u.)X + b v. 2

d

b. Set this derivative, dX I equai to zero and solve for X.

Note: Ts solution yields a rather formidable quadratic--
rormidabie in that the 'a, .'b " and "c" constants of
the quadratic involve thirty-seven separate numerical
components. Solution on a computer, of course, would

be quite simple.

c. Apply first derivative test for maximum, taking higher

derivatives if necessary.

2. To compute the optimal size, X, of opulation unit with respect

to a!l functions (function - conditions):

a. Take f"rst derivative of E:

E d,. d 7. e./cip.
t

dx dX

Ne: This boils down to a series of derivatives of the type
involved abovc:

d__ d(. d( 2 )  d _ d ( en
i L + •+ -

dX dX dX dX dX

If the number (N) of function - conditions is large,
as seems I ikeiy, the use of a computer in obtaining

this solution i- practically imperative.

b. Set derivative equal to zero and solve for X.

c. Apply first derivative test for maximum, taking higher

derivatives if necessary.
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-- , . Similar solutions for optimal size, X, f population unit with

respect to any given sub-set of functions (function - conditions)

can be obtained in the same manner. Whether or not a computer will

be required here, of course, will depend upon the number of functions

(function - conditions) included in a sub-set.
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